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ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides improved cleavable biotin
containing isobaric tags for quantitative mass spectrometry 
proteomics, particularly useful in quantification of post
translational modifications (PTMs) and assessing cysteine 
containing proteins. The isobaric chemical tags, DiLeu
Biotin-Azide (DBA), consist of three "modules": (1) a 
DiLeu reporter group for relative quantification using 
MS/MS; (2) a biotin moiety for selective enrichment via 
streptavidin beads; and (3) an azide functional group to 
enable biorthogonal click chemistry. The DBA tags could be 
used in a high-throughput quantitative pan-PTM analysis 
platform. 
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MULTIPLEXED DILEU-BIOTIN-AZIDE 
(DBA) TAG ENABLED ISOBARIC TANDEM 

ORTHOGONAL PROTEOLYSIS 
ACTIVITY-BASED PROTEIN PROFILING 

(ISOBOP-ABPP) PLATFORM FOR 
HIGH-THROUGHPUT QUANTITATIVE 

PAN-PTM ANALYSIS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provi
sional Application No. 63/352,510, filed Jun. 15, 2022, 
which is incorporated by reference herein to the extent that 
there is no inconsistency with the present disclosure. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] This invention was made with govermnent support 
under AG052324 and GM108538 awarded by the National 
Institutes of Health. The government has certain rights in the 
invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The human genome project revealed less than 
25,000 protein-coding genes (1). However, the total number 
of proteins in the human proteome is estimated at over one 
million. Part of this complexity and diversity arises from 
post-translational modifications (PTMs), a process where 
proteins are covalently modified during or after their assem
bly on the ribosome. PTM plays an important role in protein 
functions because they regulate protein activity, localization, 
and interaction with other cellular molecules such as gly
cans, nucleic acids, lipids, and cofactors (2). 
[0004] Aberrant states of PTMs are frequently implicated 
in many human diseases, such as cancers, diabetes, and 
neurodegenerative diseases (3-5). In addition, it is recently 
recognized that PTMs act in combination on proteins for 

isobaric tag 
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thiol is between 8 and 9, meaning that only slight perturba
tions in the local protein microenvironment can result in 
ionized thiolate groups with enhanced reactivity at physi
ological pH (9). In addition to its role in catalysis, cysteine 
is subject to several forms of oxidative post-translational 
modifications, including sulphenation (SOH), sulphination 
(SO2H), nitrosylation (SNO), disulphide formation and glu
tathionylation, which endow it with the ability to serve as a 
regulatory switch on proteins that is responsive to the 
cellular redox state (10). Elevated oxidative/nitrosative 
stress has been recognized as the key features of many 
neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson's diseases 
(PD), Alzheimer's disease (AD), and amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS) (11, 12). Mass spectrometry (MS)-based 
proteomics has gained great popularity in detecting and 
structurally defining covalent changes in a protein. 
[0005] However, the lack of versatile and high-throughput 
tools has previously limited studies of PTM dynamics. In 
order to address these challenges, and to fill in existing 
knowledge gaps, the improved tagging reagents of the 
present invention were developed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] The present invention provides novel isobaric 
chemical tags, particularly DiLeu-Biotin-Azide (DBA) tags, 
that are useful in proteomics and quantification of post
translational modifications (PTMs ). In an aspect of the 
invention, the present multiplex isobaric comprises three 
"modules": (1) an isobaric tag comprising a reporter group 
(including, but not limited to, a DiLeu reporter group) and 
for relative quantification using MS/MS (MS2); (2) an 
enrichment moiety (including, but not limited to, a biotin 
moiety) for selective purification or enrichment such as 
through binding with streptavidin beads; and (3) a conjuga
tion moiety (including, but not limited to, an azide func
tional group to enable biorthogonal click chemistry). An 
example of such a DBA tag in an embodiment of the 
invention is illustrated below: 

conjugation 
moiety 

N=W=N_ / 

"" :y~ it /'-.... TI ,,,,,, &H HN-(O -- enrichment. 
~ 'N~ • ~ =~ 

H 

0 S H 

modulation and regulation purposes, and this PTMs cross
talks further expand the landscape of proteomes in eukary
otes, providing a fine-tuning mechanism in regulating pro
tein function, localization, and interaction with other 
molecules (6-8). Therefore, identifying and quantifying 
PTMs is critical for gaining a comprehensive understanding 
of molecular mechanisms underlying physiological activi
ties and human diseases. Among the protein-coding amino 
acids, cysteine is the most intrinsically nucleophilic amino 
acid and sensitive to oxidation. The pKa of the free cysteine 

[0007] When combined with specific probes able to bind 
efficiently with the conjugation moiety (including but not 
limited to probes having alkyne groups), the trifunctional 
structure can introduce isotopic labels onto the site of a 
post-translational modification (PTM) and followed by 
selective purification or enrichment. The invention includes 
both cleavable (cDBA) and non-cleavable versions (DBA). 
[0008] As a result, the present invention provides a highly 
versatile tag for high-throughput quantitative MS/MS analy
sis of proteins having PTMs. The trifunctional nature 
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enables simultaneous isobaric labeling, high-efficiency click 
chemistry conjugation, and selective purification or enrich
ment. In an embodiment, the compatibility with multiplex
ing enables simultaneous analysis of 21 samples using a 
simple dimethylated leucine derived reporter group. In addi
tion, the DBA tag is relatively straightforward to synthesize, 
which makes it more affordable/accessible. When combined 
with an activity-based protein profiling strategy, special 
alkyne probes can target various PTMs, including cysteine 
oxidation, protein carbonylation, and citrullination. Further, 
DBA provides high reporter ion yield with abundant back
bone fragment ions at lower collisional energy levels. The 
DBAs also have a high enrichment efficiency (90% in 
proof-of-concept experiments) thanks to the biotin function
ality. Finally, the tags only incrementally increase the mass 
on PTM sites, serving to minimize effect on physical prop
erties and fragmentation efficiency while enhancing analy
sis. 
[0009] In an embodiment, the present invention provides 
a mass spectrometry tagging reagent comprising a com
pound having: a) an isobaric tag comprising a reporter group 
having at least one atom that is optionally isotopically 
labeled and a balancing group also having at least one atom 
that is optionally isotopically labeled; b) an enrichment 
moiety; and c) a conjugation moiety able to bind to a 
molecule of interest. Preferably, one or more carbon atoms 
in the reporter group are 13C, one or more oxygen atoms are 
180, one or more nitrogen atoms in the reporter group 15N, 
or combinations thereof. In an embodiment, the isobaric tag 
comprises one or more dimethylated amino acids or acylated 
amino acids, where the reporter group contains at least a 
portion of one or more dimethylated or acylated amino 
acids. In an embodiment, the isobaric tag comprises a 
dimethylated leucine group having the formula: 

[0010] In an embodiment, the enrichment moiety com
prises a functional group able to bind to a solid support, 
streptavidin, or avidin, in order to enable enrichment or 
purification of the tagged molecule of interest. Preferably, 
the enrichment moiety comprises biotin or a biotin deriva
tive. In an embodiment, the enrichment moiety comprises a 
moiety having the formula: 

[0011] In an embodiment, the conjugation moiety com
prises a functional group, including but not limited to an 
azide or a protected azide, able to bind to a functional group 
of the molecule of interest or to a functional group of a probe 
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attached to the molecule of interest. By "protected azide" it 
is meant that the conjugation moiety comprises a functional 
group that is unreactive under certain conditions, but can be 
altered to have a reactive azide group under other conditions. 
Preferably, the conjugation moiety comprises an azide func
tional group having the formula: 

[0012] In an embodiment, the molecule of interest com
prises an alkynyl group or a dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) 
group able to bind to the conjugation moiety. Preferably, the 
molecule of interest contains a terminal alkyne or DBCO 
group having the formula: 

terminal alkyne 

DBCO 

[0013] In an embodiment, multiple tagging reagents are 
used to label two or more molecules of interest or a mixture 
of molecules, wherein the tagging reagents have the same 
molecular weight as one another, but the reporter group of 
each tagging reagent has a different mass due to the different 
isotopically labeled atoms in each reporter group. Similarly, 
the balancing group of each tagging reagent has a different 
mass from one another due to the different isotopically 
labeled atoms in each balancing group. In an embodiment, 
the reporter group and balancing group will break apart from 
one another during MS2 fragmentation to produce different 
fragmentation ions. Each molecule of interest can be labeled 
individually, pooled together, and introduced into the mass 
spectrometer for quantitative analysis. Since the tagging 
reagents have the same mass, the labeled molecules can 
produce a single peak or combined peaks in MS mode 
( depending on the resolution of the MS device), but upon 
MS2 fragmentation, each sample labeled with a different 
tagging reagent will produce a unique reporter ion due to the 
mass difference between the reporter groups. Preferably, a 
molecule labeled with a tagging reagent of the present 
invention is able to form a strong immonium ion during MS2 
fragmentation. The peptides labeled using the compounds 
described herein may be peptides having PTMs. 
[0014] In one embodiment, the tagging reagents of the 
present invention are derived from a peptide comprising two 
or more amino acids. Preferably the amino acids are natural 
amino acids, but the present invention contemplates the use 
of unnatural, non-standard and synthetic amino acids, such 
as ~ amino acids, as the amino acid which makes up the 
reporter group, the balancing group, or both. The amino 
acids may be modified, including but not limited to amino 
acids that have been modified to contain one or more 
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additional methyl groups, ethyl groups, acyl groups, or 
combinations thereof. In an embodiment, the tagging 
reagents of the present invention are derived from a di pep
tide where an amino group of one amino acid has been 
methylated, ethylated, or acylated. The free carboxyl group 
of the di peptide can be attached to an amine reactive group 
or a target molecule, such as a peptide. During MS2 frag
mentation, the dipeptide will fragment to form a reporter 
ion, preferably an immonium ion, which can be readily 
detected. 
[0015] In an embodiment, the isobaric tag portion of the 
tagging reagent comprises any dimethylated, diethylated, 
and/or asymmetric alkylated amino acid (D and L) struc
tures. As a non-limiting example, the isobaric tag portion 
comprises one or more of dimethyl valine, diethyl valine, 
and/or asymmetric alkylated valine; dimethyl alanine, 
diethyl alanine, and/or asymmetric alkylated alanine; dim
ethyl leucine, diethyl leucine, and/or asymmetric alkylated 
leucine; etc. In an embodiment, the isobaric tag portion of 
the tagging reagent comprises or are derived from N,N
dimethyl leucine (DiLeu); N,N-dimethyl isoleucine (Di Ile); 
N,N-dimethyl alanine (DiAla); N,N-dimethyl glycine 
(DiG!y); N,N-dimethyl valine (DiVal); N,N-dimethyl histi
dine (DiHis); N,N-dimethyl phenylalanine (DiPhe); N,N
dimethyl tryptophan (DiTrp); N,N-dimethyl lysine (DiLys) 
or N,N-dimethyl tyrosine (DiTyr). In an embodiment, the 
tagging reagents comprise or are derived from N,N-diethyl 
leucine; N,N-diethyl isoleucine; N,N-diethyl alanine; N,N

diethyl glycine; N,N-diethyl valine; N,N-diethyl histidine; 
N,N-diethyl phenylalanine; N,N-diethyl tryptophan; N,N
diethyl lysine or N,N-diethyl tyrosine (i.e., the ethylated 
counterparts to the above examples). 
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[0016] In an embodiment, one or more atoms in the 

reporter group, balancing group, or both, in each tagging 

reagent are the isotopically heavy versions of the atom. Each 

tagging reagent in the series will have a different combina

tion of atoms that are the isotopically heavy versions of the 

atoms, such as 180, 13C, 15N or D, but with the condition that 

the total aggregate mass of each tagging reagent is the same 

as the other tagging reagents in the series. The balancing 

groups of each tagging reagent will contain the appropriate 

number of heavy isotopes, such as 180, 13C 15N or D, so that 

the combined mass of the balancing group and reporter 

group are the same for each reagent. Varying the atoms 

which contain the heavy isotope form in the reporter groups 

and balancing groups allows each tagging reagent to have 

the same combined mass but a different mass of the reporter 

group after fragmentation. Preferably, the heavy isotopes 

used in the tagging reagents do not include deuterium. 

[0017] In an embodiment, the tagging reagents further 

comprise one or more linkers positioned between the iso

baric tag, enrichment moiety, conjugation moiety, or com

binations thereof. Preferably, the one or more linkers are 

cleavable linkers. In an embodiment, the one or more linkers 

comprise a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker, a Boe linker, 

a dialkoxydiphenylsilane (DADPS) linker, a dial linker, an 

aminophenol linker, or combinations thereof. Preferably, the 

tagging reagent comprises a DADPS linker. 

[0018] In an embodiment, the present invention provides 
a tagging reagent having the formula: 

H, 
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[0019] In an embodiment, the present invention provides 
a tagging reagent having the formula: 

[0020] where n is an integer ranging from O to 10. Pref
erably, n is an integer ranging from 2 to 8, from 3 to 7, or 
from 4 to 6. In an embodiment, n is 4. 
[0021] The tagging reagents of the present invention dem
onstrate high labeling efficiency and enrichment selectivity 
as well as enhance fragmentation of reporter ions that 
facilitate quantitation at reduced collisional energies with 
unambiguous localization of the modification sites. 
[0022] In an embodiment, the present invention provides 
a method of analyzing a molecule, said method comprising 
the steps of: 

[0023] a) providing the molecule; 
[0024] b) labeling the molecule with a compound hav

ing: i) an isobaric tag comprising a reporter group 
having at least one atom that is optionally isotopically 
labeled and a balancing group also having at least one 
atom that is optionally isotopically labeled; ii) an 
enrichment moiety; and iii) a conjugation moiety able 
to bind to a molecule of interest; 

[0025] c) purifying or enriching the labeled molecule; 
[0026] d) fragmenting the purified molecule to generate 

an immonium ion from the purified molecule; and 
[0027] e) detecting and analyzing fragments of the 

purified molecule. 
[0028] In an embodiment, the molecule is a peptide or 
protein, preferably a peptide or protein having one or more 
post-translational modifications (PTMs), including but not 
limited to phosphorylation, acetylation, hydroxylation, 
methylation, glycosylation, carbonylation, lipidation, citrul
lination, sulfation, sulfenylation, sulfinylation, sulfo
nylation, and hydroxylation. In an embodiment, labeling the 

molecule of interest with the labeling compound comprises 
the step of reacting the conjugation moiety with a functional 

group of the molecule. In a further embodiment, labeling the 
molecule comprises the step of reacting the modification site 
of the peptide or protein to contain a terminal alkyne or 
DBCO group able to react with an azide group of the 
labeling compound. Preferably, this reaction is a high yield 
reaction. 

[0029] In an embodiment, the molecule of interest is 
reacted in order to contain a functional group able to react 
with the conjugation moiety of the labeling compound. For 
example, a peptide or protein having a PTM may be reacted 
with a probe, where one a portion of the probe is able to react 
to the modified site of the peptide or protein, and another 
portion of the probe contains a terminal alkyne or DBCO 
group. 

[0030] Once the molecule of interest is labeled with the 
compound, the labeled molecule may be purified or enriched 
by binding the enrichment moiety of the labeled molecule to 
a solid support or a biomolecule having a high binding 
affinity. In an embodiment, the enrichment moiety comprises 
biotin or a biotin derivative, and purifying or enriching the 
labeled molecule comprises binding the labeled molecule to 
a solid support, streptavidin, or avidin, followed by one or 
more purification steps to remove unbound molecules. 

[0031] The present invention also provides a kit compris
ing two or more tagging reagents ( also referred to as labeling 
compounds) as described above, wherein each tagging 
reagent comprises: a) a reporter group having at least one 
atom that is optionally isotopically labeled and a balancing 
group also having at least one atom that is optionally 
isotopically labeled; b) an enrichment moiety; and d) a 
conjugation moiety able to bind to a molecule of interest; 
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wherein the reporter group of each tagging reagent has a 
mass different than the reporter groups of the other tagging 
reagents, the balancing group of each tagging reagent has a 
mass different than the balancing groups of other tagging 
reagents, and the aggregate mass of the reporter group plus 
the balancing group for each tagging reagent is the same. 
Preferably, the tagging reagents are able to generate an 
immonium ion. 
[0032] Preferably, the kit comprises two or more tagging 
reagents, three or more tagging reagents, four or more 
tagging reagents, five or more tagging reagents, six or more 
tagging reagents, seven or more tagging reagents, eight or 
more tagging reagents, nine or more tagging reagents, ten or 
more tagging reagents, eleven or more tagging reagents, 
twelve or more tagging reagents, thirteen or more tagging 
reagents, fourteen or more tagging reagents, fifteen or more 
tagging reagents, or sixteen or more tagging reagents. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0033] FIG. 1 shows different types of isobaric tags com
pnsmg a reporter group and balancing group or mass 
normalizing group. Also illustrated is the number of multi
plexing (i.e., the number of samples that can be analyzed 
simultaneously using) for each isobaric tag. 
[0034] FIG. 2 shows a general workflow for activity-based 
protein profiling (ABPP) target identification. 
[0035] FIG. 3 shows a structure of prototype DBA tag 
(top) and its MS/MS spectrum (bottom). 
[0036] FIG. 4 shows enrichment efficiency comparison 
between DBA tag and iodoTMT (top) and total cysteine 
analysis in HeLa cell lines (bottom). Tryptic digested BSA 
was spiked into tryptic digested ~-casein with a ratio at 1:5 
or 1:10. The y-axis represents the percentage of cysteine
containing peptides/total peptides. 
[0037] FIG. 5 shows the chemical structures of DBA tag 
candidates in an embodiment of the invention with the 
DiLeu, Biotin and Azide groups shaded. 
[0038] FIG. 6a shows synthetic routes of DBA tag candi
date A and B (candidate A: non-cleavable protoDBA tag; 
candidate B: DBA tag with an acid cleavable linker). 
[0039] FIG. 6b shows synthetic routes of DBA tag candi
dates C-E (candidate C: cleavable DBA tag with a dial 
linker; candidate D: cleavable DBA tag with a base cleav
able linker, candidate E: cleavable DBA tag with DADPS 
linker). 
[0040] FIG. 7 shows DBA tag labeling condition and 
performance evaluated using standard atrial natriuretic pep
tide (ANP), which contains a free cysteine residue in the 
middle of the sequence (shown here as amino acids SCF), by 
MALDI-TOF MS. Results acquired using Candidate A (top: 
native ANP peptide; middle: ANP labeled by IPM; bottom: 
ANP labeled by protoDBA candidate A). 
[0041] FIG. 8 shows enrichment efficiency evaluation on 
peptide mixture (panel a: ANP labeled by protoDBA can
didate A; panel b: peptide mix; panel c: labeledANP spiked 
into peptide mixture before enrichment; panel d: after 
enrichment). 
[0042] FIG. 9 shows 12-plex DiLeu reporter ion structures 
showing stable isotope positions in an embodiment of the 
invention. 
[0043] FIG. 10 illustrates GSNO-mediated transnitrosy
lation. 
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[0044] FIG. 11 shows a workflow of 12-plex DBA tag 
enabled isoBOP-ABPP quantitative proteomics for SNO 
analysis of CSF samples collected from patients at different 
stages of AD. 
[0045] FIG. 12 shows biologically relevant oxidative 
PTMs of cysteine and chemical probes for -SOH and 
-S02H. 
[0046] FIG. 13 shows chemical labeling for converting 
oxidative (SOH) thiol into a terminal alkyne utilizing the 
chemical reagents DYn-2 (step A), reacting the terminal 
alkyne with a biotin azide tagging reagent (step B), followed 
by avidin enrichment and MS analysis (step C). 
[0047] FIG. 14 shows a general strategy for labeling and 
enrichment of sulfenic acid-modified proteins. Cell lines 
were treated with Dyn-2 in vivo then labeled proteins were 
coupled via click chemistry. Sulfenic acid-modified proteins 
were generated using in-gel. 
[0048] FIG. 15 shows a general strategy for labeling and 
enrichment of sulfenic acid-modified proteins. Cell lines 
were treated with Dyn-2 in vivo then labeled proteins were 
coupled via click chemistry. 
[0049] FIG. 16 illustrates reacting modification sites of 
different post-translationally modified peptides in order to 
add a probe containing a terminal alkyne. 
[0050] FIG. 17 shows (panel a) Oxygen radical induced 
peptide backbone bond cleavage results in peptide carbo
nylation; (panel b) Arginine citrullination and phenylglyoxal 
chemical derivatization. 
[0051] FIG. 18 shows synthetic route of cDBA tag can
didate named DADPS linker-I. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Definitions 

[0052] As used herein the terms "tagging" and "labeling" 
refers to reacting a reagent or compound with a molecule of 
interest, including but not limited to peptides having a 
post-translational modification (PTM), so that one or more 
functional groups are attached to the molecule of interest. A 
"tagged" or "labeled" peptide or molecule of interest refers 
to a peptide or molecule of interest having the one or more 
functional groups attached. 
[0053] The terms "peptide" and "polypeptide" are used 
synonymously in the present disclosure, and refer to a class 
of compounds composed of amino acid residues chemically 
bonded together by amide bonds ( or peptide bonds). Pep
tides are polymeric compounds comprising at least two 
amino acid residues or modified amino acid residues. Pep
tides include compositions comprising a few amino acids 
and include compositions comprising intact proteins or 
modified proteins. Peptides include proteins and further 
include compositions generated by degradation of proteins, 
for example by proteolytic digestion. Peptides and polypep
tides may be generated by substantially complete digestion 
or by partial digestion of proteins. Identifying or sequencing 
a peptide refers to determination of its composition, particu
larly its amino acid sequence, and characterization of any 
modifications of one or more amino acids comprising the 
peptide or polypeptide. 
[0054] "Protein" refers to a class of compounds compris
ing one or more polypeptide chains and/or modified poly
peptide chains. Proteins may be modified by naturally occur
ring processes such as post-translational modifications or 
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co-translational modifications. Exemplary post-translational 
modifications or co-translational modifications include, but 
are not limited to, phosphorylation, glycosylation, lipida
tion, prenylation, sulfonation, hydroxylation, acetylation, 
methionine oxidation, the addition of cofactors, proteolysis, 
and assembly of proteins into macromolecular complexes. 
Modification of proteins may also include non-naturally 
occurring derivatives, analogues and functional mimetics 
generated by chemical synthesis. Exemplary derivatives 
include chemical modifications such as alkylation, acy
lation, carbamylation, iodination or any modification that 
derivatizes the protein. In the present invention, proteins 
may be modified by labeling methods, such as metabolic 
labeling, enzymatic labeling or by chemical reactions. Pro
teins may be modified by the introduction of stable isotope 
tags, for example as is typically done in a stable isotope 
dilution experiment. Proteins of the present invention may 
be derived from sources, which include but are not limited 
to cells, cell or tissue lysates, cell culture medium after cell 
growth, whole organisms or organism lysates or any 
excreted fluid or solid from a cell or organism. 

[0055] An "amino acid" refers to an organic compound 
containing an amino group (NH2 ), a carboxylic acid group 
(COOH), and any of various organic side groups that have 
the basic formula NH2 CHRCOOH. Natural amino acids are 
those amino acids which are produced in nature, such as 
isoleucine, alanine, leucine, asparagine, lysine, aspartic acid, 
methionine, cysteine, phenylalanine, glutamic acid, threo
nine, glutamine, tryptophan, glycine, valine, praline, serine, 
tyrosine, arginine, and histidine as well as ornithine and 
selenocysteine. 

[0056] "Fragment" refers to a portion of molecule, such as 
a peptide. Fragments may be singly or multiply charged 
ions. Fragments may be derived from bond cleavage in a 
parent molecule, including site specific cleavage of poly
peptide bonds in a parent peptide. Fragments may also be 
generated from multiple cleavage events or steps. Fragments 
may be a truncated peptide, either carboxy-terminal, amino
terminal or both, of a parent peptide. A fragment may refer 
to products generated upon the cleavage of a polypeptide 
bond, a C----C bond, a C-N bond, a C-O bond, or 
combination of these processes. Fragments may refer to 
products formed by processes whereby one or more side 
chains of amino acids are removed, or a modification is 
removed, or any combination of these processes. Fragments 
useful in the present invention include fragments formed 
under metastable conditions or result from the introduction 
of energy to the precursor by a variety of methods including, 
but not limited to, collision induced dissociation (CID), 
surface induced dissociation (SID), laser induced dissocia
tion (LID), electron capture dissociation (ECD), electron 
transfer dissociation (ETD), or any combination of these 
methods or any equivalents known in the art of tandem mass 
spectrometry. Fragments useful in the present invention also 
include, but are not limited to, x-type fragments, y-type 
fragments, z-type fragments, a-type fragments, b-type frag
ments, c-type fragments, internal ion (or internal cleavage 
ions), immonium ions or satellite ions. The types of frag
ments derived from a parent analyte, such as a polypeptide 
analyte, often depend on the sequence of the parent, method 
of fragmentation, charge state of the parent precursor ion, 
amount of energy introduced to the parent precursor ion and 
method of delivering energy into the parent precursor ion. 
Properties of fragments, such as molecular mass, may be 
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characterized by analysis of a fragmentation mass spectrum. 
Molecule fragments are able to be detected, identified and 
optionally quantified using methods as known in the art. 
[0057] The term "alkyne" refers to a hydrocarbon con
taining at least one carbon-carbon triple bond. Similarly, the 
term "alkynyl" refers to a monoradical of a branched or 
unbranched unsaturated hydrocarbon group having one or 
more triple bonds. Alkynyl groups include those having 
from 2 to 20 carbon atoms, preferably having from 2 to 12 
carbon atoms. Alkynyl groups include medium length alk
enyl groups having from 4-10 carbon atoms, and long 
alkynyl groups having more than 10 carbon atoms, particu
larly those having 10-20 carbon atoms. 
[0058] As used herein, "isotopically labeled", "isotopic", 
"isotopes", "isotope", "isotopically-different", "isotopically 
enriched" and the like refer to compounds ( e.g., tagging 
reagents, target analytes, labeled samples and end-products, 
etc.) whereby a process has introduced one or more isotopes 
into the relevant compound in excess of the natural isotopic 
abundance for that atom. "Isotopically-heavy" refers to a 
compound or fragments/moieties thereof that have been 
enriched with one or more high mass, or heavy isotopes 
(e.g., stable isotopes such as deuterium, 13C 15N, and 180). 
[0059] In an embodiment, an isotopically enriched com
pound comprises a specific isotopic composition, wherein 
one or more isotopes are present in an abundance that is at 
least 10 times greater, for some embodiments at least 100 
times greater, for some embodiments at least 1,000 times 
greater, for some embodiments at least 10,000 times greater, 
than the abundance of the same isotopes in a naturally 
occurring sample. In another embodiment, an isotopically 
enriched compound has a purity with respect to a specific 
isotopic composition that is substantially enriched, for 
example, a purity equal to or greater than 90%, in some 
embodiments equal to or greater than 95%, in some embodi
ments equal to or greater than 99%, in some embodiments 
equal to or greater than 99.9%, in some embodiments equal 
to or greater than 99.99%, and in some embodiments equal 
to or greater than 99.999%. In another embodiment, an 
isotopically enriched compound is a compound that has been 
purified with respect to a specific isotopic composition, for 
example using isotope purification methods known in the 
art. 
[0060] Overview 
[0061] Proteomics includes the analysis of "proteoforms" 
that arise from genetic variations and post-translational 
modifications (PTMs) of proteins. Discovery-based pro
teomics studies rely on quantifying differences in protein 
expression across biological states to characterize complex 
mechanisms and recognize potential diagnostic biomarkers 
of disease and therapeutic targets. Stable isotope labeling 
paired with liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrom
etry (LC-MS/MS) is a well-established approach for simul
taneous identification and quantification of multiple samples 
in parallel. These labeling techniques (e.g., SILAC, Neu
Code, iTRAQ, TMT, etc.) impart isotopic mass differences 
that give rise to unique peaks in MS spectra allowing for the 
calculation of relative abundances of proteins in a sample. 
As an example, a series of isobaric tagging reagents may 
comprise a reporter group (which forms the reporter ion 
during fragmentation) and a balance group. Each tagging 
reagent in a series will have a different combination of atoms 
comprising isotopically light and/or heavy versions of the 
atoms, but with the condition that the total aggregate mass 
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of each tagging reagent is the same as the other tagging 
reagents in the series. The balancing groups of each reagent 
will contain the appropriate number of light and/or heavy 
isotopes, so that the combined mass of the balancing group 
and reporter group are the same for each reagent. After 
fragmentation, the reporter group for each tagged peptide or 
molecule will present a different mass due to the differently 
isotopically labeled atoms. 
[0062] FIG. 1 illustrates different types of isobaric tags 
comprising a reporter group and balancing group suitable for 
incorporation into the compounds of the present invention 
(see Xiang et al., Anal. Chem., 2012, 82(7): 28-17-2825). In 
particular, the Li et al. group previously developed "DiLeu" 
isobaric tags as an efficient and cost-effective alternative for 
quantitative proteomics (see, for example, U.S. Pat. No. 
9,388,132). Leveraging their earlier work, the Li group 
sought to expand their DiLeu platform to better capture 
PTMs, including but not limited to cysteine derivatives. 
[0063] The present invention provides a set of novel 
isobaric chemical tags, including but not limited to DiLeu
Biotin-Azide (DBA), which have compact structure and are 
able to be synthesized with low to moderate synthetic 
complexity in-house. The multiplex tags of the present 
invention comprise three modules, where an isobaric 
reporter group is employed for relative quantification on 
MS2 spectra; a biotin derived moiety is able to achieve 
selective enrichment by binding to streptavidin or similar 
beads, and an azide functional group is able to be used for 
biorthogonal click chemistry or similar binding of target 
molecules. 
[0064] Further description and embodiments of the pres
ent invention are presented in the non-limiting examples 
below. 

[0065] Benefits and Comparisons to Existing Technology 

[0066] The trifunctional architecture of DBA tag makes it 
highly versatile. It is able to achieve isobaric labeling, click 
chemistry conjugation and selective purification or enrich
ment at one time. Since the quantification is based on MS2, 
high-throughput analysis can be readily implemented. No 
similar commercially available tags utilize a MS2 based 
quantification strategy, and they are not able to achieve more 
than duplex analysis at a single experiment, while the 
present DBA tags can easily analyze 12 or 21 samples 
simultaneously. 

[0067] The present isobaric tags also permit an accessible 
and cost-efficient synthesis approach. The overall synthetic 
route for DBA tag consists of six steps with simple organic 
chemistry using accessible building blocks. Previously 
reported and commercially available analogs such as TEV 
tag and DADPS-Biotin-Azide commonly possess bulky 
structures and are difficult to produce in-house, which pre
vent their broad applications to more general researchers and 
labs. 

[0068] The DBA tags also serve as a platform for various 
PTM analysis which is benefited from its modular design. 
Through activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) strategy, 
special alkyne probes or DECO-containing probes can target 
various different PTMs including but not limited to cysteine 
oxidation, protein carbonylation and citrullination, where all 
of those can be labeled by DBA tag via biorthogonal click 
chemistry. This application was successfully demonstrated 
on S-nitrosylation (SNO), S-S-sulphenation (SOH) and 
protein carbonylation using peptide standards. 
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[0069] The present tags also enable simple labeling pro
tocols and high labeling efficiency. Copper(I)-catalyzed 
azide/alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction, so-called 
click chemistry, is biorthogonal, readily operated and very 
efficient. It bridges the DBA tag and the sites of proteins or 
peptides with specific PTMs which have been derivatized by 
precursor alkyne probes in advance. Complete labeling was 
observed when comparing the database search results for the 
enriched peptides from MCF7 cell lysate in which modifi
cation was set as either fixed or variable. MALDI-MS results 
also exhibited complete labeling efficiency on peptide stan
dards. 
[0070] Experiments with the present tags also demon
strated high reporter ion yield with abundant backbone 
fragment ions at lower collisional energy level. The modi
fication sites can be unambiguously assigned by abundant 
backbone fragment ions, while the relative quantification 
can be achieved based on reporter ion intensities, all in a 
single scan event. Even for successive adjacent modified 
sites, they were accurately pinpointed no matter the loca
tions are in the middle of the sequences or at the terminus. 
[0071] Decent signal of reporter ions can also be used as 
the diagnostic ions for developing targeted quantitative 
analysis enabled by parallel reaction monitoring mass spec
trometry (PRM-MS). 
[0072] The present tags also are able to provide high 
specificity of enrichment performance. A classic biotin
streptavidin interaction was employed for selective enrich
ment. The cDBA allows for using high-capacity streptavidin 
beads and enriched peptides or proteins can be readily eluted 
in 10% ammonium hydroxide, which is volatile and instru
ment friendly. Over 90% enrichment efficiency was 
achieved in the proof-of-principle total cysteine analysis on 
MCF7 cell lysate. 
[0073] The present tags exhibited only moderate incre
ment residue mass on modification sites. DBA tag, espe
cially for cDBA version, only introduce less than 300 Da 
mass increment on the modification sites after enrichment 
and elution, which is comparable to or even less than similar 
commercially available products. The small mass increment 
does not greatly affect the physical properties of enriched 
peptides such as solubility and chromatography retention 
time, but instead, the tertiary amine in the increment struc
ture is able to enhance the ionization efficiency and boost 
signal response in MS analysis. 

EXAMPLES 

Example I-Development of Cleavable DiLeu
Biotin-Azide (cDBA) Isobaric Tags to Enable Iso-

baric Tandem Orthogonal Proteolysis Activity
Based Protein Profiling (isoBOP-ABPP) Platform 
for High-Throughput Quantitative Chemical Pro
teomics and Pan-Post Translational Modification 

(PTM) Analysis 

[0074] In an aspect of the invention, the trifunctional 
architecture of the present tags, together with specific alkyne 
or DBCO probes, is able to simultaneously introduce iso
topic labels onto desired molecules, such as onto the site of 
post-translational modifications (PTM) of peptides, and 
achieve selective purification or enrichment, making the 
present tags broadly applicable to the high-throughput quan
titative analysis of a wide variety of low abundance PTMs 
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based on activity-based protein profiling strategy, and acces
sible to a broad cross-section of researchers. 
[0075] Both non-cleavable and cleavable versions of the 
present tags have been developed, in which a cleavable 
linker is introduced between the biotin derived moiety and 
the remnant structure of a cleavable DBA tag ( cDBA). In a 
proof-of-concept total cysteine analysis of a complex bio
logical sample, the performance of both DBA and cDBA 
tags was benchmarked, and comparable results of cDBA 
have been observed to a similar commercial product 
DADPS-Biotin-Azide. The high labeling efficiency and 
enrichment selectivity have been confirmed and enhanced 
fragmentation of reporter ions facilitate quantification at 
reduced collisional energies with unambiguous localization 
of the modification sites. These preliminary results demon
strate the potential of developing the DBA tags into a 
high-throughput quantitative pan-PTM analysis platform. 
[0076] Multiplex sets are being synthesized and their 
applicability to various types of protein PTMs are being 
explored further. The present DBA tags are suitable for 
labeling, enrichment and LC-MS/MS analysis of PTMs 
using peptide and protein standards, peptide mixtures and 
complex biological protein extracts. 

Example 2-Development of Cleavable 
DiLeu-Biotin-Azide (cDBA) Isobaric Tags and 

Isobaric Tandem Orthogonal Proteolysis 
Activity-Based Protein Profiling (isoBOP-ABPP) 

Platform for High-Throughput Quantitative 
Chemical Proteomics 

[0077] In view of the lack of versatile and high-throughput 
tools for studying PTMs, the present invention provides 
tagging reagents for the identification and quantification of 
PTMs globally in a high-throughput manner with economic 
cost and simple procedures. Moreover, accumulating evi
dence suggest abnormal S-nitrosylation of several proteins 
are involved in Alzheimer's disease (AD) pathogenesis. The 
present tagging reagents further allow for the study of how 
global S-nitrosylation profiles change in cerebrospinal fluids 
(CSF) during different stages of AD progression. Addition
ally, these tagging reagents offer versatile analytical capacity 
for various PTMs, and can be used to examine PTM 
crosstalk and elucidate how combinations of multiple PTMs 
can be generated and affect protein functions and interac
tions. These topics are summarized below and then dis
cussed in greater detail. 
[0078] Stage 1-The design and synthesis of multiplexed 
DiLeu-Biotin-Azide (DBA) tags and establishment of iso
baric tandem orthogonal proteolysis activity-based protein 
profiling (isoBOP-ABPP) method to facilitate quantitative 
PTM analysis. Several candidates of DiLeu-Biotin-Azide 
(DBA) tag were synthesized, followed by systematic evalu
ation of the performance of these candidates including 
labeling/enrichment efficiency and fragmentation pattern in 
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). The structure of the 
best candidate was then selected, and isotopic version of 
DiLeu incorporated to construct a set of isobaric multiplexed 
DBA tags. 
[0079] Stage 2-Discovery and investigation of global 
S-nitrosylation in Alzheimer's diseases using multiplexed 
DBA tag based on quantitative proteomics approach for a 
better understanding of molecular mechanisms underlying 
neurodegenerative diseases. S-nitrosylation plays a pivotal 
role in many neurodegenerative diseases and the DBA tag 
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offers a high-throughput quantitative tool for global analysis 
of S-nitrosylation. Quantitative proteomics is conducted 
using DBA tag on cells samples from AD mouse model and 
CSF samples from human patients. Bioinformatics analysis 
helps to identify differentially expressed proteins or modi
fication sites as putative biomarkers or targets followed by 
subsequent biological validation. 
[0080] Stage 3-Expansion of the scope of application of 
DBA tag and establishment of a pan-PTM high-throughput 
quantitative proteomics platform for various PTM study and 
crosstalk investigation. The utility of DBA tag is able to be 
expanded due to the design of its chemical structure and 
unique features of biorthogonal reactions. Besides various 
cysteine oxidation, protein carbonylation and citrullination 
are also amenable to chemical tagging. Thus, by altering 
alkyne probe to chemical selectively label different PTM 
sites, various PTM are able to be derivatized, captured, 
enriched (i.e., purified), and analyzed. The versatility of the 
application of DBA tag makes it an ideal pan-PTM high 
throughput quantitative analysis platform. Furthermore, the 
combination of different PTM constitutes the next level of 
complexity for proteomics research and this research field is 
able to benefit from a pan-PTM proteomics platform enabled 
by the present tags. 
[0081] Nitrosative stress and the role of protein S-nitro
sylation in AD. Numerous studies suggest that the dysregu
lated redox signaling is crucial in the pathophysiology, 
inflammatory responses and neuroprogressive nature of 
major depression (13-15). Reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
species (ROS and RNS), including peroxynitrite, superox
ides, peroxides and nitric oxide (NO), are produced during 
normal physiological processes and through interacting with 
proteins, fatty acids and DNA, perform numerous roles in 
regulation of cellular function. However, excess ROS/RNS 
can lead to structural and functional changes resulting in 
cellular injury. These potentially toxic effects are offset 
under normal physiological conditions by intrinsic antioxi
dant mechanisms but increased oxidative and nitrosative 
stress (O&NS) may cause damage to cellular components, 
induce harmful autoimmune responses, and ultimately lead 
to failure of normal cellular processes. 
[0082] NO, as an important RNS, is a small, highly 
diffusible signaling molecule generated by three different 
isoforms of NO synthase (NOS) from L-arginine and 
NADPH in mammalian cells (16). NO induces a PTM of 
proteins, called S-nitrosylation. S-nitrosylation is formed via 
the reaction of NO with thiyl radical or between NO+, which 
is one electron oxidized form of NO, and the thiol group of 
cysteine residues in the target protein (17). This nitrosylation 
reaction forms an S-nitrosothiol (-SNO) and is commonly 
reversible. It is important to note that S-nitrosylation has 
unequivocally been shown to function not only in redox 
homeostasis and toxicity, but also in conveying or regulating 
physiological cellular signals (18). 
[0083] Elevated levels of nitrosative stress were found in 
human AD brains (19). Genetic mutations associated with 
neurodegenerative diseases, environmental toxins such as 
certain pesticides, and misfolded proteins including A~ 
oligomers can all lead to excessive nitrosative stress. The 
resulting aberrant S-nitrosylation of numerous proteins has 
been implicated in the pathogenesis of several neurodegen
erative disorders. For example, S-nitrosylation ofXIAP and 
PDI can cause 'loss-of-function' by impairing E3 ligase 
ubiquitin ligase activity and molecular chaperone activity, 
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respectively (20, 21). These processes can contribute to 
accumulation of neurotoxic proteins and activation of apop
totic pathways. Additionally, oligomeric A~ peptide can 
result in increased generation of NO and S-nitrosylation of 
Drpl, resulting in excessive mitochondrial fragmentation, 
bioenergetic compromise, and consequent synaptic damage. 
Additionally, Cdk5 is activated when A~ increases calpain 
activity to cleave the Cdk5 regulatory subunit p35 to p25. 
The resulting neurotoxic kinase activity of Cdk5 is further 
enhanced by S-nitrosylation. Formation of SNO-Cdk5 may 
also contribute to spine loss by transnitrosylating Drpl, with 
the resultant SNO-Drpl participating in mitochondrial frag
mentation (22-24). Overall, aberrant S-nitrosylation can 
trigger many neurodegenerative signaling pathways. Here, 
novel chemical proteomics methods are utilized to investi
gate S-nitrosylation and study its role in Alzheimer's dis
eases. 
[0084] Isobaric tandem orthogonal proteolysis activity
based protein profiling (isoBOP-ABPP). While human 
genome sequencing and genetics enable making direct con
nections between mutations and human disorders at an 
unprecedented rate, there has been a widening gap between 
the number of genes and their encoded proteins that have 
been linked to health and diseases. As a matter of fact, only 
around 2% of all predicted human gene products are cur
rently targeted with small-molecule drugs and only 10-15% 
of all human proteins are 'druggable,' with only a 25% 
overlap between druggable protein targets and known dis
ease-modifying targets (25, 26). This discrepancy is in part 
because many proteins may not have any obvious binding 
pocket for pharmacological interrogation or because of a 
lack of high throughput screening technologies for func
tional assays to identify small-molecule modulators against 
these targets. The advent of advanced strategies of chemical 
proteomics and the activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) 
approach has empowered significant expansion of the scope 
of proteins that can be pharmacologically evaluated in living 
systems, thus promoting identification and prioritization of 
new therapeutic targets (27-30). 
[0085] In a typical ABPP experiment for target identifica
tion, ABPP probes are first incubated with living cells or cell 
lysates (FIG. 2), along with appropriate negative controls 
(such as DMSO, inactivated drug, or the original compound 
in competitive assays). Following target protein binding 
(based on specific activity between probe and substrate 
proteins), the probe-protein complexes are enriched through 
affinity purification against the probe. Next, nonspecific 
binding proteins are removed through multiple washes 
before target proteins are eluted. The protein targets are then 
identified with methods including gel electrophoresis and 
MS. The use of negative controls allows for relative quan
tification and mitigates the interference of background and 
nonspecific binding proteins to some extent. ABPP probes 
generally have three fundamental components: (i) a reactive 
group for binding or modifying the target proteins at certain 
sites, such as the active sites of a given enzyme class or the 
drug-binding pockets; (ii) a reporter moiety for identification 
and purification of binding proteins; (iii) a linker, occasion
ally cleavable, extending the distance between the reporter 
and the reactive group to avoid steric hindrance (31, 32). 
[0086] Uniquely, Cravatt and colleagues designed an iso
topic tandem orthogonal proteolysis-activity-based protein 
profiling (isoTOP-ABPP) strategy to profile the intrinsic 
reactivity of cysteine residues in native proteomes (33, 34). 
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The isoTOP-ABPP approach employed biorthogonal reac
tion-the copper(I)-catalyzed azide/alkyne cycloaddition 
(CuAAC) reaction-to bridge the probes and proteins which 
have been modified with precursor alkyne handle molecules 
in advance. In addition, the linker containing a tobacco etch 
virus (TEV)-protease recognition peptide could be effi
ciently cleaved after enrichment and the isotopically labelled 
valine could be used for relative comparison in MS mea
surement (35). However, the bulky nature and synthetic 
complexity of its chemical structure limited its widespread 
application and the quantification strategy using isotopic 
labeling based on MS! limited its multiplex capacity. 
[0087] By incorporating isobaric labeling strategy based 
on fragment ions in MS/MS scan, high-throughput quanti
tative analysis can be achieved. Commercially available 
tandem mass tags (TMT/TMTpro) and isobaric tags for 
relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) have become a 
mainstream technique in relative protein quantification by 
examining up to 16 biological samples simultaneously in a 
single liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) 
run (36-38). The in-house-constructed N,N-dimethyl leucine 
(DiLeu) tags are a cost-effective alternative to TMT and 
iTRAQ tagging approaches (39). The ABPP approach and 
DiLeu isobaric labeling strategy are combined to establish a 
novel method coined isobaric tandem orthogonal proteolysis 
activity-based protein profiling (isoBOP-ABPP) to achieve 
targeted protein screening as well as high-throughput quan
titative analysis. 
[0088] Pan-PTM high-throughput quantitative proteomics 
platform. As PTMs play important roles in many physiologi
cal and pathological processes, accurate and convenient 
analysis of each type of PTM is of high significance and 
relevance. However, due to the various types of PTMs and 
their diverse functions and localizations on proteins, there is 
no universal method capable of analyzing every/each type of 
these PTMs. Most PTMs can be detected by MS-based 
proteomics, either as a mass increment or a mass deficit 
relative to the nascent unmodified protein, and MS/MS 
enables characterization of modified proteins via amino acid 
sequencing and site-specific localization of post-translation
ally modified amino acid residues. But the general low 
abundance of PTMs usually require upstream enrichment to 
aid LC-MS analysis, where different strategies including 
affinity purification, antibody recognition and chemical 
modification are employed ( 40-45). Moreover, MS is not 
inherently quantitative, which demands the introduction of 
stable isotopes into the analytes of interest based on stable 
isotope dilution principle ( 46, 4 7). With the development of 
biorthogonal reaction, artificial chemical probes could be 
incorporated into biomolecules with greater flexibility and 
hence more sophisticated architecture of the chemical struc
tures could be designed and implemented. Here, a pan-PTM 
high-throughput quantitative proteomics platform is created 
based on the isoBOP-ABPP method integrating selective 
PTM probing, efficient PTM enrichment, and isobaric label
ing for quantification that allows versatile PTM analysis and 
potential application to the study of PTM crosstalks in 
complex biological systems. 
[0089] Methods and Approaches. Multiplexed Quantifica
tion with DiLeu Isobaric Tags. 
[0090] 4-plex DiLeu isobaric tags. DiLeu tags were origi
nally developed as a novel, cost-effective alternative to 
commercial isobaric tags (e.g., iTRAQ, TMT) (48). The 
structure of DiLeu resembles other isobaric tags in that it 
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features a reporter group, a mass-balance group, and a 
reactive group for labeling of primary amines on peptide 
N-termini and lysine side chains. The first generation of the 
4-plex DiLeu isobaric tags yield reporter ions at m/z 115, 
116, 117, and 118 upon MS/MS analysis oflabeled peptides. 
The multiplex set can be synthesized in-house using estab
lished chemistry in only a few steps with significant cost 
savings, while offering excellent labeling efficiency and 
enabling accurate relative quantification ( 49, 50). 
[0091] Mass defect-based 12-plex DiLeu isobaric tags. 
The multiplexing capacity of the DiLeu reagent was recently 
expanded to enable simultaneous quantification of up to 
twelve samples in a single MS/MS spectrum using high
resolution MS platforms (49). The tags were modified to 
include the concept of neutron encoding (NeuCode) method 
originally developed by Coon and colleagues (51). Mass 
defect, the cause of a subtle mass change, arises from the 
fact that nuclear binding energy, the energy required to break 
down a nucleus into its component nucleons, is different for 
each isotope of every element (52). Through calculated 
incorporation of 13C, 15N, and 2H stable isotopes in the 
reporter structure, eight additional reporter isotopologues 
were able to be designed that differ in mass from the original 
four reporters by -6 mDa to yield an isobaric 12-plex set 
consisting of two 115 labels, three 116 labels, three 117 
labels, and four 118 labels. In doing so, the multiplexing 
capacity was tripled without increasing synthetic complexity 
or requiring custom isotopic reagents. Resolving each of the 
12-plex DiLeu reporter ions requires an MS/MS resolving 
power (RP) of at least 30,000 (@ 400 m/z), which is readily 
approachable for modern orbitrap mass spectrometer. Mul
tiplexing offers the ability of parallel sample processing, 
thereby reducing the number of MS runs and increasing the 
overlap of proteins detected and quantified across many 
experiments. In addition, the concise chemical structure of 
DiLeu and simple synthetic scheme offer a great opportunity 
for further developing them into advanced architecture for 
sophisticated applications (53, 54). 
[0092] Design and synthesis of the prototype of DBA tag 
and evaluation of its performance. The DBA tag of this 
embodiment has three unique features: (i) It contains a biotin 
moiety which is widely used as an enrichment group. The 
biotin-streptavidin interaction is the strongest noncovalent 
biological binding known so far, having a dissociation 
constant, Kd, in the order of 4xl0-14 M. The strength and 
specificity of the interaction render it to be one of the most 
widely used affinity pairs in molecular, immunological, and 
cellular assays (55); (ii) It contains an azide group which 
serves as a conjugation site for alkyne modified molecules, 
where copper(I)-catalyzed azide/alkyne cycloaddition 
(CuAAC) reaction, known as click chemistry, is readily 
performed with high efficiency (56, 57); (iii) It contains a 
DiLeu moiety as a reporter group, which would facilitate 
MS/MS based relative quantification. Combining all three 
features together, various chemical structures can be con
ceived; considering synthetic difficulty, one of the most 
concise and simplified structure was chosen and synthesized 
as a prototype (illustrated in FIG. 3). 
[0093] This prototype DBA tag has a linear structure, in 
which one end is the biotin moiety for enrichment and the 
other end is DiLeu reporter ion, with an azide handle 
branched out in the middle. It can be made with four steps 
of simple organic reactions at moderate yield, which is 
relatively easily accessible for common analytical lab set-
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tings. In addition, the incorporation of DiLeu reporter ion 
group was set as the final step for the synthetic route, which 
is intended for modularized synthesis of multiplex isotopic 
channels. To evaluate its performance, MS/MS of the tag 
itself was performed under higher collisional dissociation 
(HCD) mode at normalized collision energy (NCE) 30, 
intense reporter ion signal was observed corresponding to 
the cleavage of DiLeu and biotin fragments. Both of these 
two peaks could be used as signature of modification. For 
chemical labeling condition, standard click chemistry pro
tocol utilizing CuSO4 and sodium ascorbate to general Cu(I) 
in situ which catalyzed alkyne and azide cycloaddition was 
employed (58). The alkyne modified biomolecules were 
prepared using standard peptide-atrial natriuretic peptide 
(ANP)-which contains a free cysteine residue in the middle 
of the sequence and thiol-reactive probe 2-indo-N-(prop-2-
yn-yl)acetamide (IPM). The reaction parameters such as 
concentrations for the substrates, reaction temperature, and 
reaction time were further optimized. 

[0094] Enrichment efficiency comparison between DBA 
tag and iodoTMT and total cysteine analysis in HeLa cell 
line. As mentioned above, the DBA tag possesses three 
unique features, among which the most useful and distinct 
one is enrichment enabled by biotin-streptavidin interaction. 
According to the design, alkyne-modified biomolecules are 
converted to DBA probe derivatized form, thus containing 
biotin moiety and could be captured by streptavidin modi
fied solid phase extraction (SPE). Those non-alkyne-modi
fied molecules are washed off and discarded. To investigate 
the enrichment efficiency, two model proteins-bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) and ~-casein-were used. BSA has 
multiple cysteine residues within its sequence, while ~-ca
sein only has one cysteine residue in its sequence. When 
spiking tryptic digested BSA to abundant ~-casein, cysteine 
residues only exist as a minor portion of total peptides. By 
using IPM (an IAA-like alkyne molecule) to label BSA/~
casein mixture, cysteine residues were installed an alkyne 
handle, which were then conjugated to the DBA tag through 
click chemistry. Enrichment efficiency can be calculated by 
taking ratio of abundance of cysteine containing peptides/ 
total peptides. IodoTMT is a set of commercially available 
isobaric tags that enable multiplexed quantification of cys
teine-containing proteins using tandem mass spectrometry 
(59, 60). Therefore, the DBA tags were compared against 
iodoTMT. As shown in FIG. 4, DBA tag exhibited compa
rable or slightly better enrichment performance compared to 
iodoTMT. 

[0095] In addition, among the many developed methods 
for the detection of SNO, the biotin switch technique (BST) 
reported by Jaffrey et al. is the gold standard (61). BST and 
its various modified forms represent indirect detection strat
egies, in which S-nitrosothiols are selectively reduced with 
a mild reducing reagent (e.g., ascorbate) and labeled with 
another tag forming a stable bond for further detection, 
enrichment, or quantification on the same site (62, 63). 
Therefore, by performing total cysteine analysis in pro
teome, the potential application of DBA tag to probe SNO 
could be assessed. HeLa cell lines were used as complex 
biological samples. Around 15% of tryptic peptides are 
cysteine containing peptides in Homo sapiens (64), this was 
validated by cysteine analysis without enrichment (FIG. 4, 
bottom). After DBA tag labeling and enrichment, majority of 
peptides were removed, and the percentage of cysteine
containing peptides could reach to above 80%. This result 
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suggested that this new approach provides the capability to 
identify protein S-nitrosylation sites and quantify changes in 
S-nitrosylation PTMs by mass spectrometry. 
[0096] Optimization of instrumental parameters for DBA 
tag labeled peptide analysis. Liquid chromatography-tan
dem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) strategies are fre
quently used to identify specific PTMs. However, labile 
PTMs such as S-nitrosylation are unstable during collisional 
induced fragmentation, thus requiring certain chemical 
derivatization. Chemical derivatization can not only stabi
lize the primordial modification sites but also change chemi
cal physical properties of peptides on LC and/or MS. 
Detailed optimizations of instrumental parameters are nec
essary for obtaining optimal analysis results (65). PTM 
analysis was performed on Orbitrap Fusion Lumas, a com
mercialized tribrid mass spectrometer, where precursor ions 
can be isolated in either quadrupole (Q) or ion trap (IT), and 
the fragment product ions can be analyzed in both low
resolution ion trap and high-resolution Orbitrap analyzers 
(66). This lays the foundation of isobaric quantification 
based on minute mass differentiation of fragment ions. 
Higher resolution can increase mass accuracy and the sen
sitivity of low abundance precursor ion detection but 
decrease the data acquisition rate. Thus, there is always a 
trade-off between mass spectral resolution and instrument 
duty cycle. Many other parameters including mass resolu
tion, maximum injection time, isolation window, automatic 
gain control (AGC) target of MS2 and normalized collision 
energy (NCE) were screened and optimized further. All the 
optimizations were performed in top speed mode, which 
could maximize the number of high-quality MS spectrum 
acquisition within each duty cycle. Selected reaction moni
toring (SRM)-also called multiple reaction monitoring-is 
emerging as a targeted proteomics approach that a pre
defined precursor ion and one of its fragments are selected 
by the two mass filters and monitored over time for precise 
quantification (67). DBA tag labeled peptides typically 
generated signature fragments of DiLeu during MS/MS, 
which commonly used as reporter ions for relative quanti
fication, but could also be utilized for SRM method devel
opment. In addition to characteristic reporter ion, those 
unique precursor peptides representing targeted proteins are 
essential information need to know in advance. 
[0097] Results and Discussion 
[0098] Design and synthesize of multiplexed DiLeu-Bio
tin-Azide (DBA) tag and establish isobaric tandem orthogo
nal proteolysis activity-based protein profiling (isoBOP
ABPP) method to facilitate quantitative analysis of post
translational modifications (PTM). Chemical proteomics, in 
particular activity-based protein profiling (ABPP), combin
ing with bio-orthogonal click chemistry, is widely utilized 
both in vitro and in vivo (68-71). ABPP is an ideal strategy 
that can faithfully recapitulate protein-small molecule inter
actions in situ (i.e., in live cells), and tandem orthogonal 
proteolysis-activity-based protein profiling (TOP-ABPP) 
employs on-bead trypsin and TEV digestions to simultane
ously identify both probe-labelled proteins and their exact 
sites of probe modification at the same time (72, 73). 
However, the bulky structure of the tag in classical isoTOP
ABPP and the reliance on full-MS quantification has limited 
its usage in broader PTM proteomics studies and high
throughput analysis. Here, in-house constructed DiLeu iso
baric tags were incorporated into the structure of a novel 
chemical probe, DBA tag, establishing an isobaric tandem 
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orthogonal proteolysis activity-based protein profiling 
(isoBOP-ABPP) method to overcome the limitations of 
isoTOP-ABPP. 

[0099] As shown in FIG. 5, several candidates are 
designed and synthesized as the prototype of DBA tags 
(protoDBA). DBA tag contains three parts: (i) DiLeu as 
reporter ion in MS/MS; (ii) biotin moiety for streptavidin 
enrichment and (iii) an azide group for probing alkyne
modified substrates through CuAAC click chemistry. The 
general architecture of the tag is a linear molecule with a 
short side chain. DiLeu and biotin groups are placed on two 
ends of the molecule with azide functionality left at the 
terminus on the side chain. Candidate A is the most compact 
one containing only three essential moieties bridged by an 
ethanediamine as a linker. While candidates B-E possess an 
extra feature, a cleavable linker between biotin and DiLeu/ 
azide groups. This is for efficient and convenient release of 
captured biomolecules from the biotin-streptavidin com
plexes. Although there were reports suggested that the 
biotin-streptavidin interaction could be broken to recover 
intact biotin and streptavidin parts respectively (74, 75), it 
seems that the mainstream techniques tend to avoid putting 
cumbersome biotin parts on the conjugates before LC-MS/ 
MS (76-79). Therefore, two different structures were 
designed for the cleavable DBA tag. Candidate B has an acid 
sensitive linker mimicking amine protecting group Boe 
which could be hydrolyzed under acidic condition, whereas 
candidate C contains a dial group which can be cleaved upon 
mild peroxide oxidation (such as NaIO4 ). Candidate D 
possess a basic labile ester linker which can be facilely 
released under mild and volatile basic environment-5% 
ammonium hydroxide (NH4 OH), and candidate E has a 
popular cleavable linker DADPS which is acidic labile and 
utilized in many chemical probes. Some other candidates 
such as the one with photocleavable linker can also be 
proposed (80). After candidates are synthesized, their per
formance was evaluated using peptide standard and the 
optimal structure shall then be determined. 
[0100] Design and synthesize the prototype DBA tags in a 
compact form and concise manner. The general architecture 
of DBA tag is designed as a linear molecule with two 
essential parts-DiLeu and biotin groups-on each end of it, 
while the azide moiety is at the terminus of the side chain. 
This design borrows from the first chemical in vitro labeling 
method that uses a biotin tag to label proteins containing 
cysteine residues, isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) ( 4 7, 81 ). 
The major novelty is modular synthetic design which makes 
incorporation of isotopes facile and straightforward. The 
construction of backbone structure starts from biotin acid, 
through amide coupling reaction, the structure is extended 
allowing functionalities to be installed. Tactfully, the fusion 
of DiLeu group is the last step, where isotopic version of 
DiLeu could be utilized for the synthesis of multiple chan
nels of isobaric DBA tag. Considering the difficulty of 
recovering biotin from streptavidin beads, in addition to a 
compact structure Candidate A, another four cleavable struc
tures (Candidates B-E) were designed, in which either 
acid/base hydrolysis or mild oxidation could be performed 
to efficiently remove biotin moiety from the conjugated 
biomolecules. 
[0101] Synthesis of Candidate A. Biotin acid was coupled 
with N-Boc-ethylenediamine firstly before the Boe protect
ing group was removed in acidic condition. The biotin
amine was then coupled with a 6-Azido-N-Fmoc-lysine to 
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produce a biotin-azide module 1 after deprotecting Fmoc 
group. At last, dimethylated leucine was installed onto 1 to 
make the final product Candidate A. Ittakes six steps in total 
and by far is the shortest synthetic route to make a compact 
DBA tag. (FIG. 6a, Route A). 
[0102] Synthesis of Candidate B. Tertiary alcohol was 
introduced into biotin acid first. The acid cleavable moiety, 
while requiring an electrophilic locus, also necessitated the 
presence of a terminally protected primary amino group for 
the attachment of the remaining DiLeu-Azide part. To this 
end, utilizing chlorocarbonate reagent was envisaged for 
modifying tertiary alcohol which could be substituted sub
sequently by an azide amino acid (82). When azide module 
is installed, DiLeu group shall be incorporated lastly. In 
brief, N-Boc-ethylenediamine is used to convert carboxyl 
group of DiLeu into an amine functionality, after which the 
condensation between amine on DiLeu module and carboxyl 
group on Biotin/Azide module could be implemented to 
afford the final product. The overall route takes seven steps. 
(FIG. 6a, Route B). 
[0103] Synthesis of Candidate C. Photocleavable linker 
(83) and dial linker are both widely adopted cleavable linker 
in chemical proteomics. To synthesize a DBA tag with a dial 
linker, 1,4-diaminobutane-2,3-diol was used as the core. By 
using amide coupling, the core can be extended with biotin 
and azide lysine to produce the precursor intermediate. Then 
the intermediate product was deprotected before labeling 
with DiLeu to get the final product. The route takes four 
steps in total. (FIG. 6b, Route C). 
[0104] Synthesis of Candidate D and E. The candidate D 
and E shared same synthetic route in part. The DiLeu was 
conjugated to azide lysine first following two-step amide 
coupling and two-step deprotection reaction. The interme
diate product with a primary alcohol group was then linked 
with either a carboxylic acid to afford an ester or labeled 
with DADPS to afford a base labile cDBA tag. The two 
routes take five or six steps, respectively. (FIG. 6b, Routes 
D and E). 
[0105] Evaluation of the performance of prototype DBA 
tags and determination of the optimal structure. As men
tioned above, the designed DBA tag possesses three char
acteristics: efficient labeling against alkyne group by click 
chemistry; competent enrichment performance provided by 
biotin-streptavidin interaction, and unique DiLeu reporter 
ion generated in MS/MS for relative quantification. There
fore, the performance of synthesized candidates would be 
evaluated from the following aspects: (i) labeling condition 
and efficiency; (ii) enrichment efficiency and (iii) fragmen
tation behavior in MS/MS. Standard peptides or proteins 
could be used for evaluation and the one with the best 
performance will be chosen as the optimal structure ofDBA 
tag. 
[0106] Labeling condition and efficiency. Atrial natriuretic 
peptide (ANP) was used as a standard peptide for method 
development and labeling condition optimization. ANP is a 
natriuretic peptide hormone secreted from the cardiac atria 
and the main function of ANP is causing a reduction in 
expanded extracellular fluid (ECF) volume by increasing 
renal sodium excretion (84). The first 28 amino-acid 
sequence contains a disulfide bridge (Cys:7-23), in which a 
shorter peptide with a free cysteine residue in the middle of 
its sequence could be prepared through reduction and diges
tion. This segment of ANP was labeled by IPM first to 
convert thiol group on cysteine residue into an alkyne 
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handle, and protoDBA was then tagged with alkyne modi
fied ANP segment through CuAAC click chemistry. The 
labeling conditions including substrate concentrations, 
choice of metal ligands, temperature, reaction time etc. were 
screened and carefully optimized as in previous studies (85, 
86). The reaction was monitored by matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF MS). As shown in FIG. 7, both alkylation and 
click chemistry exhibit excellent labeling efficiency. Mass 
spectral peaks corresponding to the modified mass were 
clearly observed with minimal signal of reactant barely 
detected. This result suggests the high efficiency of click 
chemistry and thiol alkylation, making it readily applied to 
cysteine modification analysis. 
[0107] Enrichment efficiency. Enrichment performance 
was evaluated at the peptide level first. By spiking pro
toDBA labeled ANP peptide (FIG. 8, panel a) into a peptide 
mix (FIG. 8, panel b ), the new peptide mixture constitutes an 
ideal environment for enrichment performance test (FIG. 8, 
panel c ). Because only modified ANP contains a biotin 
group, the other peptides cannot be bonded onto streptavidin 
beads and were washed away. Only protoDBA labeled ANP 
was preserved in elution buffer (FIG. 8, panel d). To test 
enrichment performance on a more general level, standard 
proteins BSA and ~-casein were used. Tryptic digestion was 
performed first on both proteins and then BSA was spiked 
into ~-casein at 1: 5 and 1: 10 ratio. Since BSA is rich of 
cysteine residues within its sequence while ~-casein barely 
contain any cysteine residue. When performing enrichment 
protocol similar to that applied to the peptide mixture, the 
signal intensities from cysteine-containing peptides over 
total peptides can be used to calculate the enrichment 
efficiency. As illustrated in FIG. 4, comparable results were 
acquired compared to commercially available reagent, 
iodoTMT. These results demonstrated that the biotin enrich
ment moiety worked well as designed. 
[0108] Fragmentation behavior of labeled peptides in 
MS/MS. Fragmentation of protoDBA tag itself generates 
two signature ions at rn/z 114 and rn/z 287, corresponding to 
the fragments ofDiLeu and biotin backbone (FIG. 3). These 
two signature ions can be also observed at the MS/MS of 
protoDBA tag labeled peptides from BSA. By altering 
normalized collisional energy (NCE) to an optimal value, 
abundant b/y ions of peptide backbone fragmentation 
accompanied with decent signals of two reporter ions were 
acquire in a single MS/MS spectrum. The site derivatized by 
protoDBA can be unambiguously assigned, for both singly 
tagged and doubly tagged species, in particular, for two 
adjacent cysteine containing peptides. This result again 
confirmed the efficient labeling process and demonstrated 
robust MS/MS fragmentation behavior of protoDBA tag, 
which will benefit site specific identification and fragment
ion-based relative quantification. 
[0109] Multiplexed DBA tag synthesis for high-through
put analysis of PTM. Since the modular synthesis allows 
DiLeu module to be installed at the last step, the interme
diate product containing Biotin/Azide backbone could be 
prepared in a large quantity. The isotopic version of DiLeu 
can then be incorporated into the synthesis to make a set of 
multiplexed isobaric DBA tags. The unique features of 
DiLeu as a tandem mass tag include strong reporter ion 
signals and economic synthesis, as well as the introduction 
of isobaric moiety in a single step. This feature can minimize 
the cost of required isotopic reagents and make multiplexed 
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DBA tag affordable. The first generation of DiLeu has four 
channels and by combining the Neucode concept, it was 
developed into the second generation 12-plex (FIG. 9) and 
the third generation 21-plex (87). Higher mass spectral 
resolution is needed to fully resolve reporter ions from 
different channels as the throughput increase. However, 
ultra-high resolution commonly accompanied with 
increased duty cycle with slower data acquisition rate and 
reduced target identification. Here, 12-plex DiLeu tags are 
chosen for multiplexed DBA synthesis and a set of 12-plex 
isobaric DBA tags was designed and constructed based on 
the structure of candidate D. 
[0110] Establishment of isobaric tandem orthogonal pro
teolysis activity-based protein profiling (isoBOP-ABPP) 
workflow based on DBA tag. To identify the specific reac
tive amino acid sites of the target protein by using small 
molecules, Cravatt and co-workers developed a strategy 
called isotopic tandem orthogonal proteolysis-ABPP (iso
TOP-ABPP) based on TEV tag (33). It was then quickly 
applied to many areas including identifying disease-relevant 
targets, mapping hyper-reactive and functional hotspots and 
developing inhibitors against ligandable hotspots (88-91). 
An isotopically light or heavy valine in TEV tag was 
employed for quantitative ratiometric MS-based proteomics 
analysis. Obviously, TEV tag relies on isotopic labeling and 
can only compare two samples at a time. The DBA tag 
proposed here employs isobaric labeling and thus can 
expand the quantitation channels for high-throughput analy
sis. This method was coined "isoBOP-ABPP" which stands 
for isobaric tandem orthogonal proteolysis activity-based 
protein profiling based on DBA tag. The general workflow 
of isoBOP-ABPP can be established and it is resembling 
isoTOP-ABPP. Briefly, proteomes are labeled in vivo or in 
vitro with an alkyne probe toward a particular enzyme class 
or amino acid modification sites. Then enzymatic digests of 
the proteomes are labeled with different channels of DBA 
tags through CuAAC click chemistry. Since the DBA tags 
are in excess and click chemistry is highly efficient, alkyne 
probe modified proteome in each sample will be thoroughly 
converted to isobaric DBA tagged forms. Subsequently, 
different samples were combined followed by biotin-strepta
vidin enrichment prior to running LC-MS/MS analysis. 
Premix ratio test starts with same amounts of proteins or 
peptides and identical procedure is implemented for all 
channels. The results of premix ratio test could be used for 
correction of the ratio obtained from the real sample analy
sis. 
[0111] Candidate A was synthesized as the protoDBA tag 
and evaluated for several crucial performances. These mul
tiplexed isobaric DBA tags can be used as a competing 
product of TEV tag and offer the ability to quantify up to 12 
samples in a single experiment via high-resolution MS. 
However, the Candidate A has the potential challenge of 
coeluting with peptide analytes in enrichment as it relies on 
the release of biotin from streptavidin beads. This issue can 
be resolved with the design of Candidate B or C due to the 
addition of cleavable linker. 
[0112] Global S-nitrosylation in Alzheimer's diseases 
using multiplexed DBA tag based on quantitative pro
teomics approach. Emerging evidence have suggested that 
the occurrence of aberrant S-nitrosylation of proteins could 
lead to protein misfolding, mitochondrial fission, synaptic 
damage, or apoptosis, thus contributing to the pathogenesis 
of Alzheimer's disease (AD) (92-94). For instance, S-nitro-
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sylated NMDAR and caspases induced by low levels of NO 
can exert neuroprotective effects via suppression of neuronal 
cell death, whereas S-nitrosylation ofDrpl and Cdk5 lead to 
excessive mitochondrial fission and thus synaptic damage in 
AD (95, 96). Additionally, since HSP-90 and PDI are 
molecular chaperones and XIAP is a ubiquitin E3 ligase, 
S-nitrosylation of these proteins may contribute to protein 
misfolding and aggregation in aging neurons (97, 98). 
Moreover, many S-nitrosylated proteins detected in AD 
brains are involved in energy metabolism pathway, such as 
ALDOC and GAPDH (99-101). Hence, this redox reaction 
could lead to impaired metabolism, contributing to AD 
pathology. Future applications of these tags and methods 
also include the use of shotgun proteomics approach assisted 
by isoBOP-ABPP to identify and quantify global S-nitrosy
lation and eventually find a panel of potential candidate 
biomarkers in AD. It is hypothesized that additional bio
markers may exist in CSF of AD patients and can be used for 
diagnosis and multiplex quantification via isobaric tagging 
will facilitate and accelerate the search for such novel 
biomarkers. In addition, patients from multiple AD stages 
may have different signature biomarkers for monitoring 
disease progression. 
[0113] An SNO analysis platform is able to be established 
based on isoBOP-ABPP using cell samples first to validate 
its feasibility. Further investigation of global S-nitrosylation 
is able to be conducted on Alzheimer's diseases mouse 
models and CSF samples collected from various groups 
(healthy control, preclinical individuals, patients with mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD). Bioinformatics tools 
can then be applied to identify differentially expressed 
putative biomarkers and for AD stages classification. 
[0114] SNO analysis in GSNO-treated and non-treated 
HeLa extracts using isoBOP-ABPP. Among methods for 
studying protein S-nitrosylation, the biotin switch technique 
(BST) or its variants have gained great popularity because of 
the ease with which it can detect individual S-nitrosylated 
(SNO) proteins in biological samples (102). BST was 
brought up by Jaffrey et al. in 2001 and consists of three 
principal steps: (i) blocking of free cysteine thiols by 
S-methylthiolation with methylmethane thiosulfonate 
(MMTS; a reactive thiosulfonate); (ii) conversion of SNOs 
to thiols with a mild reductant ascorbate; and (iii) in situ 
labeling by S-biotinylation of the nascent thiols with biotin
HPDP, a reactive mixed disulfide of biotin. The degree of 
biotinylation (and thus S-nitrosylation) is determined by 
either anti-biotin immunoblotting or streptavidin pulldown 
followed by immunoblotting for the protein(s) of interest 
(61). The present DBA tags constitute another variant of 
BST for studying S-nitrosylation. Instead of using biotin
HPDP, IPM and DBA tag will be used for chemical labeling. 
IsoBOP-ABPP enabled MS proteomics will thus achieve 
high-throughput SNO analysis. 
[0115] The feasibility of DBA tag-based BST are tested 
first using HeLa cell lines. S-Nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) is 
an endogenous SNO and is a source ofbioavailable NO. Cell 
lysate treated with GSNO will undergo transnitrosylation 
(FIG. 10), exposing the SNO hyper-reactive cysteine residue 
and potential substrates of SNO in vivo. Therefore, GSNO 
stimulated cell lysates can provide a positive control of SNO 
samples (103). Two channels of DBA tags label GSNO
treated and un-treated HeLa cell lysates, respectively, and 
the following steps performed according to the isoBOP
ABPP framework. DBA tag-based BST allows a user to 
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discover proteome-wide SNO targets and consensus motifs. 
Mapping the identified SNO proteins to the HeLa cell 
proteome based on normalized spectral abundance factors 
(NSAF) will reveal the SNO targets dynamic range relative 
to the whole proteome. In addition, differential groups 
defined by RGSNO:control ratios correspond to distinct 
reactivity of Cys sites to GSNO. These results can verify 
feasibility and validity of DBA tag-based BST enabled by 
isoBOP-ABPP, while providing a blueprint and reference for 
subsequent global SNO analysis with rodent model and 
human specimen. 
[0116] SNO analysis in Alzheimer's diseases mouse 
model using isoBOP-ABPP. Two key molecules tau and 
amyloid-~ (A~) have been extensively implicated in AD, 
forming fibrillar aggregates via oligomeric intermediates 
(104,105). A~ is a small peptide that is derived from the 
larger amyloid precursor protein (APP). Aggregates of A~ 
form histological lesions known as amyloid plaques, which, 
when surrounded by neurites filled with fibrillary tau, give 
rise to what are referred to as neuritic plaques (106, 107). 
Various transgenic mouse models, based on the overexpres
sion of mutant forms of human APP and recapitulating the 
AD phenotype are currently used to investigate mechanisms 
underlying disease pathology (108). Here, the APP/PS-1 
transgenic mouse model, is selected for demonstration of the 
isoBOP-ABPP method as several SNO-modified proteins 
have previously been reported in the brain and synapto
somes from AD subjects (109, 110). 
[0117] APP/PS-1 (hereafter referred to as AD) and wild 
type (WT) mice (N=3 for each genotype) will be euthanized 
using CO2 before brain tissues is harvested and homog
enized in an ice-cold phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution 
containing 8 M urea. For SNO analysis, 1 mg brain proteins 
from individual WT or AD mice are treated with IAA to 
block free sulfhydryl groups. After tryptic digestion, ascor
bate is added to the peptide mixture to selectively reduce 
SNO. Reduced peptides containing nascent sulfhydryl 
groups are labeled by IPM. Six channels of DBA tags are 
used to conjugate !PM-modified peptides in WT and AD 
samples, respectively. The six samples are combined to a 
single mixture and subject to streptavidin resin for enrich
ment. Enriched and tagged peptide samples are eluted from 
the resin and fractionated by SCX and analyzed using 
nanoLC-MS/MS. Protein level ratios, SNO site occupancy 
in WT or AD, and SNO ratios between WT and AD can be 
calculated by using corresponding reporter ion intensities. 
The results can be examined by comparison with previous 
literatures and instruct ensuing application on human 
samples. 
[0118] Global SNO analysis in CSF samples from human 
patients using isoBOP-ABPP. At present, a definitive diag
nosis of AD can only be obtained at autopsy via the 
histological quantification of two AD hallmarks: brain amy
loid plaques and intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles (111 ). 
Thus, there is an urgent need for the discovery of new 
biomarkers that will aid in identifying the disease at its most 
early clinical stages as well as preclinically. Cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF), given its contiguity with the brain interstitial 
space, represents the most direct means to study the bio
chemical changes occurring in the central nervous system 
(CNS). People have found certain protein changes directly 
associated with the progression of AD, for instance, levels of 
CSF amyloid-~42 (A~42) are reduced in AD, even in early 
and preclinical stages of the disease, and levels ofCSF total 
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tau and phosphorylated tau (p-tau) increase in AD and 
accelerate during later disease stages, concomitant with 
neurofibrillary tangle formation and synapse and neuron loss 
(112, 113). However, there are limited research focusing on 
PTM analysis in various AD stages using CSF samples 
including S-nitrosylation. To investigate the global SNO 
changes along with the progression of the disease, and to 
confidently identify potential candidate biomarkers, high
throughput quantitative tools are essential. Therefore, it was 
proposed to use isoBOP-ABPP enabled by 12-plex DBA 
tags to perform quantitative proteomics in CSF samples 
from different stages of AD. 

[0119] As shown in FIG. 11, four groups (control, pre
clinical, MCI and AD) of CSF samples are collected corre
sponding to different stages of disease progression. Each of 
which has three biological replicates making up twelve 
samples in total. Identical proteolysis and BST procedure is 
applied for all samples, and 12-plex DBA reagents are used 
for chemical labeling of 12 samples respectively, after which 
they are combined together to a single mixture and per
formed downstream SNO enrichment and LC-MS/MS 
analysis. Accurate quantification can be achieved by com
paring relative intensities of the zoom-in low mass region 
for 12 reporter ions, and differentially regulated SNO pro
teins or sites will be identified for further investigation. 

[0120] The development of 12-plex DBA reagents will 
provide unprecedented throughput and capacity for multi
plexed PTM quantitative proteomics measurements that will 
facilitate AD biomarker discovery and deepen understand
ing ofSNO in AD. Smooth development ofDBA-based BST 
method and its application to AD animal model is expected. 
Moreover, certain identified SNO proteins or sites that are 
differentially regulated in different CSF sample groups can 
be regarded as potential biomarkers. Novel biomarkers are 
validated by the SRM targeted proteomics approach. 

[0121] Expansion of the scope of application of DBA tag 
and establishment of a pan-PTM high-throughput quantita
tive proteomics platform for various PTM study and cross
talk investigation. With the advent of isoTOP-ABPP tech
nique, many novel discoveries were made in PTM research 
(114-116). The broad utility of isoTOP-ABPP stems from 
the exquisite design of chemical labeling strategy. It sepa
rates the target-site-oriented warhead from functionalities 
possessing more general purposes such as enrichment and 
isotope incorporation, thus avoiding redesigning specific 
chemical probes case-by-case. Click chemistry bridges 
alkyne and azide in an efficient and robust manner both in 
vitro and in vivo, making classical TEV tag widely used in 
various applications (88, 117-119). Similarly, the DBA tag 
and isoBOP-ABPP pipeline are expected to inherit merits of 
TEV tag as well as isoTOP-ABPP platform, with distinctive 
feature oflarger sample processing volume. Moreover, more 
available channels of tags enable quantifying multiple PTMs 
simultaneously, allowing investigation of PTM crosstalk and 
interactions. 

[0122] Cysteine oxidative modification analysis is pos
sible in addition to S-nitrosylation first using DBA tag and 
isoBOP-ABPP platform. Furthermore, broader application 
with other PTMs including carbonylation and citrullination 
are available via chemical proteomics. To this end, bio
orthogonally probing and fishing multiple PTMs in a one
pot manner and quantitatively profiling their interactions and 
combinatorial effects is envisioned. 
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[0123] Application ofDBA tag to the analysis of oxidative 
post-translational modification (OxiPTM). The prerequisite 
of using DBA tag and isoBOP-ABPP platform for PTM 
analysis is the prior selective tagging of modification sites 
with an alkyne handle. Since DBA tag only contains azide 
group for conjugation enabled by click chemistry, the selec
tivity of PTM probing is achieved by precursor alkyne 
modified molecules. In addition to S-nitrosylation, the thiol 
group of the cysteine side chain is subject to a variety of 
oxiPTMs (FIG. 12). Each oxidation state of cysteine exhibits 
different reactivity which, in tum, may determine their 
functions. These differences in reactivity may be subtle, 
presenting an interesting challenge in developing chemose
lective probes to detect these modifications (120-122). Cur
rently, chemical labeling approaches have been reported for 
S-sulfenylation (-SOH) and S-sulfinylation (-SO2 H) uti
lizing special chemical reagents DYn-2 and DiaAlk with 
high chemoselectivity (123, 124). These probes can success
fully convert oxidative thiol into a terminal alkyne, which 
provides an anchor for DBA tag and makes application of 
isoBOP-ABPP feasible (FIG. 13). 
[0124] FIG. 14 shows a strategy for labeling and enrich
ment of sulfenic acid-modified proteins. Cell lines were 
treated with Dyn-2 in vivo then labeled proteins were 
enriched by reacting the resulting terminal alkyne with an 
azide group. FIG. 15 shows a similar strategy for labeling 
and enrichment of O-GlcNAcylated proteins. FIG. 16 illus
trates approaches for reacting modification sites of exem
plary PTMs (S-sulfenylation, carbonylation, S-sulfinylation, 
and citrullination) in order to add a probe containing a 
terminal alkyne, which can then be used to react with 
tagging reagents, particularly those containing azide groups, 
of the present invention. 
[0125] Peptide ANP is treated with H2 O2 and FeSO4 to 
prepare sulphenated and sulphinated standard peptides for 
method development (125). DYn-2 and DiaAlk are then be 
used to probe SOH and SO2H, respectively. Labeling per
formance and chemoselectivity is be monitored by MALDI
TOF MS. After optimization oflabeling condition, integrat
ing scheme of modified BST and isoBOP-ABPP method, 
brain tissues from AD mouse model or CSF from different 
stages of AD patients can be used as complex biological 
samples, for exploration of broader application of DBA 
reagents and deepen understanding of OxiPTM in organ
isms. 
[0126] Application of DBA tag to the analysis of carbo
nylation and citrullination PTM. Carbonylation and citrul
lination are two other PTMs that can be investigated using 
DBA tag enabled isoBOP-ABPP approach. In addition to 
OxiPTM on cysteine residue, ROS can also induce peptide 
cleavage which results in producing electrophilic carbonyl 
groups, also known as protein carbonylation (126) (FIG. 17, 
panel a). Recently, quantitative chemoproteomic approaches 
to globally and site-specifically profile electrophilic carbo
nyl products formed from peptide backbone cleavages in 
human proteomes were reported (127, 128). In these studies, 
researchers employed a nucleophilic probe, alkynyl hydra
zine (HZyne), to selectively label and stabilize carbonylated 
proteins in cell lysates. Then modified version of isoTOP
ABPP platforms were applied for quantitative analysis. 
Therefore, similar studies can be conducted using DBA tag 
to label HZyne converted carbonylated proteins/peptides 
and to perform quantitative comparison based on isoBOP
ABPP. 
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[0127] Citrullination is an arginine modification that is 
catalyzed by a group of hydrolases called protein arginine 
deiminases (PADs), in which the positively charged guani
dinium is hydrolyzed to the neutral urea (FIG. 17, panel b), 
which alters the charge and hydrogen bonding potential of 
this residue and impact important biological processes. 
Thompson et al. previously developed citrulline-specific 
probe based on the chemoselective reaction that occurs 
between glyoxals and either citrulline or arginine under 
acidic or basic conditions, respectively (129). The initial tag 
is a rhodamine-derivative and used for visualization of the 
citrullination in both purified proteins and proteins present in 
complex mixtures such as serum. Later, biotin-derivative 
was developed to support chemical proteomics analysis 
(130, 131 ). Enlightened by their work, it is envisioned to 
design and synthesize an alkyne containing molecules which 
also possess phenylglyoxal moiety. This reagent is expected 
to introduce a terminal alkyne onto citrullinated sites 
through selective reaction, which offers opportunity for 
downstream incorporation of DBA tag and isoBOP-ABPP 
enabled quantitative proteomics. 

[0128] Multiplexed DBA tag enabled PTM crosstalk 
investigation. Typically, PTMs are studied in isolation to 
determine possible regulation imparted by an individual 
PTM (132). However, PTM profiling studies have shown 
that numerous proteins can be modified by multiple PTMs, 
a finding that suggests the possibility of regulatory crosstalk 
between unique modification events. For example, the phos
phorylation of specific cell-cycle regulators to create phos
phodegrons that are recognized by ubiquitin ligases to direct 
ubiquitylation and subsequent degradation is a well-charac
terized example of PTM cross-talk (133). Despite classic 
examples, the breadth of PTM crosstalk, and whether cross
talk is a widely used mechanism of regulation, remains to be 
determined. Previously, serial PTM enrichment approaches 
were reported to catalog multiple modification events in a 
single sample using MS-based approaches (6, 134). More 
recently, simultaneous affinity enrichment of two PTMs for 
quantification and site localization provided a quick and 
cost-effective alternative (135). In light of the effectiveness 
ofbiorthogonal reaction and compatibility of isoBOP-ABPP 
platform, it is envisioned to use DBA tag enabled isoBOP
ABPP to simultaneously enrich multiple PTMs and facilitate 
deciphering PTM crosstalk. 

[0129] Nitric oxide (NO) is generated, in most cell types, 
from arginine and 0 2 by NO synthases (NOSs) and could 
possibly modify cysteine residue to afford S-nitrosylation. In 
the meantime, the other product in this pathway is the 
citrulline originated from arginine (136). Despite close con
nection, the correlation and interaction between S-nitrosy
lation and citrullination has rarely been studied. Specific 
chemical probes are used to target SNO and citrullination 
sites in hand, both of which contain the alkyne group. When 
treating proteome with both probes, respective labeling of 
SNO and citrullination is envisioned. Sequential click chem
istry will introduce DBA tag onto the derivatized PTMs sites 
which makes it feasible to simultaneously enrich both SNO 
and citrullination via the isoBOP-ABPP platform. CSF 
samples from AD patients are used to perform the proof
of-principle experiments, as both S-nitrosylation and citrul
lination have been reported to play important roles in 
neurodegenerative diseases but few studies investigate their 
relationship and connection. Once the co-enrichment of 
SNO and citrullination proves to be success, this design and 
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framework can be widely used for investigation of multiple 
PTMs at a time and enhance understanding of the interaction 
and crosstalk between different PTMs in various biological 
systems. 
[0130] A pan-PTM high-throughput quantitative pro
teomics platform can be established based on the DBA tag. 
Application scope can also be extended to, but not limited to, 
S-sulphenation, S-sulphination, carbonylation and citrulli
nation. One potential concern with the investigation of 
crosstalk between S-nitrosylation and citrullination is the 
difficulty of bioinformatic analysis. The lack of specific 
search engine can limit bioinformatic analysis to existing 
software such as MaxQuant and PEAKS. The default con
figuration of these search engine may not be appropriate or 
perform the best analysis in terms of PTM crosstalk. There
fore, custom-designed bioinformatic tool for specifically 
analyzing multiple DBA tag labeled peptides may be devel
oped to generate useful biological insights. 
[0131] Conclusions. The compound of this example 
uniquely integrates advances of biorthogonal reaction 
empowered chemical proteomics and DiLeu tag-based mul
tiplex quantitative proteomics to enable a novel chemical 
tool, the cDBA tag. This invention allows for the building of 
a new analytical platform, isoBOP-ABPP, further allowing 
for high-throughput quantitative analysis of PTMs and 
facilitating more comprehensive discovery and validation of 
SNO biomarkers in AD CSF. In addition, the versatility of 
the isoBOP-ABPP platform also supports Pan-PTM and 
PTM crosstalk studies. These new tools will enable a deeper 
understanding of PTMs and the advances in technology and 
new insights will have broad impact on discovery of bio
markers in various diseases. 

Example 3-Synthesis of Above Candidate 
Molecules 

[0132] Synthesis of Candidate A. 5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H
thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanoic acid (1 eq), DIPEA, 
(1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred 
for 30 min before adding tert-butyl (2-aminoethyl)carbam
ate (1.2 eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at room 
temperature for 24 hr before quenching with water and 
extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and 
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concentrated before performing colunm purification to 
afford the compound tert-butyl (2-(5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H
thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamido )ethyl)carbamate 
(al). 
[0133] Compound al was dissolved in 4 N HCl dioxane 
and stirred for 2 hr and the mixture was vaporized on the 
rotary evaporator. The crude product was used for the next 
step without further purification. 
[0134] N2-(((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)-N6-di
azolysine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were 
added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min before adding crude 
N-(2-aminoethy 1)-5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno[3 ,4-d]imi
dazol-4-yl )pentanamide (1.5 eq). The resulting reaction was 
stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before quenching with 
water and extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were 
combined and concentrated before performing colunm puri
fication to afford the compound (9H-fluoren-9-yl)methyl 
( 6-azido- l-oxo-1-((2-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno[3,4-d] 
imidazol-4-yl )pentanamido )ethyl )amino )hexan-2-y l)car
bamate (a2). 
[0135] Compound a2 was dissolved in piperidine DMF 
and stirred for 2 hr to deprotect the Fmoc group and the 
mixture was vaporized on the rotary evaporator. The crude 
product was used for the next step without further purifica
tion. 
[0136] L-leucine (1 eq) and NaBH3CN (2.2 eq) were 
dissolved in methanol with ice bath, then formaldehyde (2.2 
eq) were added into the reaction dropwise. The reaction was 
stirred for 4 hr and concentrated on the rotary evaporator 
before running colunm purification to afford white solid 
N,N-dimethyl leucine. 
[0137] N,N-dimethyl leucine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and 
HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min 
before adding crude 2-amino-6-azido-N-(2-(5-(2-oxohexa
hydro-1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamido )ethyl) 
hexanamide (1.5 eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at 
room temperature for 24 hr before quenching with water and 
extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and 
concentrated before performing colunm purification to 
afford the final compound 6-azido-2-(2-( dimethylamino )-4-
methylpentanamido )-N-(2-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno 
[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamido)ethyl)hexanamide (Can
didate A). This synthesis is illustrated in Scheme A below. 

DIPEA,HATU 
DMF 

HCl 

dioxane 
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[0138] Synthesis of Candidate B. 5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H
thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanoic acid (1 eq), DIPEA, 
(1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred 
for 30 min before adding 4-amino-2-methylbutan-2-ol (1.2 
eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at room temperature 
for 24 hr before quenching with water and extracting with 
ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and concentrated 
before performing colunm purification to afford the com
pound N-(3-hydroxy-3-methylbutyl)-5-(2-oxohexahydro-
1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamide (bl). 
[0139] Compound bl was dissolved in DCM and stirred 
for 2 hr and 1-chloroethyl carbonochloridate was added 
dropwise. The mixture was stood for 1 hr and then vaporized 
on the rotary evaporator. The crude product was purified by 

column chromatography to get the product 1-chloroethyl 
(2-methy 1-4-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno [3 ,4-d] imida
zol-4-y l)pentanamido )butan-2-yl) carbonate (b2). 
[0140] Compound b2 (1 eq), 2-amino-4-azidobutanoic 
acid (1.2 eq), were added dry DCM and stirred for 2 hr. The 
crude product 4-azido-2-((((2-methyl-4-(5-(2-oxohexa
hydro-1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamido )butan-
2-yl)oxy )carbonyl)amino )butanoic acid (b3) were used 
without further purification. 
[0141] L-leucine (1 eq) and NaBH3CN (2.2 eq) were 
dissolved in methanol with ice bath, then formaldehyde (2.2 
eq) were added into the reaction dropwise. The reaction was 
stirred for 4 hr and concentrated on the rotary evaporator 
before running colunm purification to afford white solid 
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N,N-dimethyl leucine. Then, N,N-dimethyl leucine (1 eq), 
DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and 
stirred for 30 min before adding tert-butyl (2-aminoethyl) 
carbamate (1.2 eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at 
room temperature for 24 hr before quenching with water and 
extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and 
concentrated before performing colunm purification to 
afford the compound DiLeuEN. 
[0142] Crude compound b3 (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and 
HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min 
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before adding DiLeuEN (1.5 eq). The resulting reaction was 
stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before quenching with 
saturated NaHCO3 and extracting with ethyl acetate. The 
extras were combined and concentrated before performing 
colunm purification to afford the final compound 2-methyl-
4-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno [3 ,4-d]imidazol-4-y l)pen
tanamido )butan-2-yl ( 4-azido-1-((2-(2-( dimethylamino )-4-
methylpentanamido )ethyl)amino )-1-oxobutan-2-yl) 
carbamate (Candidate B). This synthesis is illustrated in 
Scheme B below. 

Scheme B 
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[0143] Synthesis of Candidate C. 5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H

thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanoic acid (1 eq), DIPEA, 

(1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred 

for 30 min before adding 1,4-diaminobutane-2,3-diol (0.9 

eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at room temperature 

for 24 hr before quenching with saturated NaHCO3 and 
extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and 
concentrated before performing colunm purification to 
afford the compound N-(4-amino-2,3-dihydroxybutyl)-5-(2-
oxohexahydro-l H-thieno[3 ,4-d]imidazol-4-y l)pentanamide 

(cl). 

[0144] N2-(((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)-N6-di

azolysine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were 

added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min before adding 

compound cl (1.5 eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at 

room temperature for 24 hr before quenching with water and 

extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined and 

concentrated before performing colunm purification to 

afford the compound (9H-fluoren-9-yl)methyl (6-azido-1-

( (2,3-dihydroxy-4-( 5-2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno [3 ,4-d] 

imidazol-4-yl)pentanamido )butyl)amino )-1-oxohexan-2-yl) 

carbamate (c2). 

HO 

[0145] Compound c2 was dissolved in piperidine DMF 
and stirred for 2 hr to deprotect the Fmoc group and the 
mixture was vaporized on the rotary evaporator. The crude 
product was used for the next step without further purifica
tion. 
[0146] L-leucine (1 eq) and NaBH3CN (2.2 eq) were 
dissolved in methanol with ice bath, then formaldehyde (2.2 
eq) were added into the reaction dropwise. The reaction was 
stirred for 4 hr and concentrated on the rotary evaporator 
before running colunm purification to afford white solid 
N,N-dimethyl leucine. 
[0147] N,N-dimethyl leucine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and 
HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min 
before adding crude product 2-amino-6-azido-N-(2,3-dihy
droxy-4-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H-thieno[3 ,4-d]imidazol-4-
y l)pentanamido )butyl)hexanamide (1.5 eq). The resulting 
reaction was stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before 
quenching with saturated NaHCO3 and extracting with ethyl 
acetate. The extras were combined and concentrated before 
performing colunm purification to get the final compound 
6-azido-N-(2,3-dihydroxy-4-( 5-(2-oxohexahydro- l H

thieno[3 ,4-d]imidazol-4-y l)pentanamido )buty 1)-2-(2-( dim -
ethylamino )-4-methylpentanamido )hexanamide (Candidate 
C). This synthesis is illustrated in Scheme C below. 
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[0148] Synthesis of Candidate D. 

[0149] N2-(((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)-N6-di

azolysine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) were 

added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min before adding 

compound 2-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy )ethan-1-amine 

(1.2 eq). The resulting reaction was stirred at room tem

perature for 24 hr before quenching with saturated NaHCO3 

and extracting with ethyl acetate. The extras were combined 

and concentrated before performing colunm purification to 

afford the compound (9H-fluoren-9-yl)methyl (6-azido-1-

((2-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy) ethyl)amino )-1-oxo

hexan-2-yl)carbamate ( dl ). 

[0150] Compound dl was dissolved in piperidine DMF 
and stirred for 2 hr to deprotect the Fmoc group and the 
mixture was vaporized on the rotary evaporator. The crude 
product was used for the next step without further purifica
tion. L-leucine (1 eq) and NaBH3 CN (2.2 eq) were dissolved 
in methanol with ice bath, then formaldehyde (2.2 eq) were 
added into the reaction dropwise. The reaction was stirred 
for 4 hr and concentrated on the rotary evaporator before 
running colunm purification to afford white solid N,N
dimethyl leucine. 
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Candidate C 

[0151] N,N-dimethyl leucine (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and 
HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min 
before adding crude product 2-amino-6-azido-N-(2-((tert

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)ethyl)hexanamide. The resulting 
reaction was stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before 
quenching with saturated NaHCO3 and extracting with ethyl 
acetate. The extras were combined and concentrated before 
performing colunm purification to get the intermediate prod
uct 6-azido-N-(2-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)ethyl)-2-(2-
( dimethylamino )-4-methylpentanamido )hexanamide. Then, 
the intermediate product was treated with TBAF in THF and 
the TBS group was deprotected to get the compound 
6-azido-2-(2-( dimethylamino )-4-methylpentanamido )-N

(2-hydroxyethyl)hexanamide ( d2). 

[0152] Biotin-PEG4-OH (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and 
HATU (1.2) were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min 
before adding compound d2 was added. The resulting reac
tion was stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before 
quenching with saturated NaHCO3 and extracting with ethyl 
acetate. The extras were combined and concentrated before 
performing colunm purification to afford the final compound 
(Candidate D). This synthesis is illustrated in Scheme D 
below. 
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-continued 

[0153] Synthesis of Candidate E. The intermediate com
pound d2 was made following the same scheme mentioned 
above. 
[0154] 5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-
yl)pentanoic acid (1 eq), DIPEA, (1.2 eq), and HATU (1.2) 
were added dry DMF and stirred for 30 min before adding 
l-amino-2-methylpropan-2-ol (1.2 eq). The resulting reac
tion was stirred at room temperature for 24 hr before filtering 
to get the white solid N-(2-hydroxy-2-methylpropyl)-5-(2-
oxohexahydro-l H-thieno[3 ,4-d]imidazol-4-y l)pentanamide. 
[0155] Triethylamine (20 eq) and dichlorodiphenylsilane 
(50 eq) were added in sequence to a solution of N-(2-
hydroxy-2-methy lpropy 1)-5-(2-oxohexahydro-l H-thieno [3, 
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H 

4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanamide (1 equiv) in DCM and the 
resulting solution was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. 
The compound d2 in DCM was added and the solution was 
stirred for 18 hat room temperature. The reaction mixture 
was diluted with aqueous NaHCO3 and the layers that 
formed were separated. The aqueous layer was extracted 
with DCM, and the organic layers were combined. The 
combined organic layers were dried over sodium sulfate. 
The dried solution was filtered and the filtrate was concen
trated by rotary evaporation. The residue obtained was 
purified by flash colunm chromatography to afford the 
cleavable Biotin-DiLeu-Azide (Candidate E). This synthesis 
is illustrated in Scheme E below. 

Py --2 

--3 
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Candidate E 

[0156] Synthesis of DADPS Linker-I. 
[0157] FIG. 18 shows cDBA tag candidate containing a 
DADPS linker and a PEG-biotin linker using a synthetic 
route similar to those described above. The reporter ion 
moiety is not limited to DiLeu as the reporter group and may 
comprise other dimethylated, diethylated and asymmetric 
alkylated amino acid (D and L) structures. For example, in 
an embodiment, the isobaric tag portion can comprise dim
ethyl valine, diethyl valine, and/or asymmetric alkylated 
valine; dimethyl alanine, diethyl alanine, and/or asymmetric 
alkylated alanine. Heavy isotopes such as 13C, 2 H, 15N, 180 
may be present at any atom or in any combination in the 
reporter group. 
[0158] Having now fully described the present invention 
in some detail by way of illustration and examples for 
purposes of clarity of understanding, it will be obvious to 
one of ordinary skills in the art that the same can be 
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performed by modifying or changing the invention within a 
wide and equivalent range of conditions, formulations and 
other parameters without affecting the scope of the invention 
or any specific embodiment thereof, and that such modifi
cations or changes are intended to be encompassed within 
the scope of the appended claims. 
[0159] When a group of materials, compositions, compo
nents, or compounds is disclosed herein, it is understood that 
all individual members of those groups and all subgroups 
thereof are disclosed separately. Every formulation or com
bination of components described or exemplified herein can 
be used to practice the invention, unless otherwise stated. 
Whenever a range is given in the specification, for example, 
a temperature range, a time range, or a composition range, 
all intermediate ranges and subranges, as well as all indi
vidual values included in the ranges given are intended to be 
included in the disclosure. Additionally, the end points in a 
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given range are to be included within the range. In the 
disclosure and the claims, "and/or" means additionally or 
alternatively. Moreover, any use of a term in the singular 
also encompasses plural forms. 
[0160] As used herein, "comprising" is synonymous with 
"including," "containing," or "characterized by," and is 
inclusive or open-ended and does not exclude additional, 
unrecited elements or method steps. As used herein, "con
sisting of' excludes any element, step, or ingredient not 
specified in the claim element. As used herein, "consisting 
essentially of' does not exclude materials or steps that do not 
materially affect the basic and novel characteristics of the 
claim. Any recitation herein of the term "comprising", 
particularly in a description of components of a composition 
or in a description of elements of a device, is understood to 
encompass those compositions and methods consisting 
essentially of and consisting of the recited components or 
elements. 
[0161] One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that 
starting materials, device elements, analytical methods, mix
tures and combinations of components other than those 
specifically exemplified can be employed in the practice of 
the invention without resort to undue experimentation. All 
art-known functional equivalents, of any such materials and 
methods are intended to be included in this invention. The 
terms and expressions which have been employed are used 
as terms of description and not of limitation, and there is no 
intention that in the use of such terms and expressions of 
excluding any equivalents of the features shown and 
described or portions thereof, but it is recognized that 
various modifications are possible within the scope of the 
invention claimed. The invention illustratively described 
herein suitably may be practiced in the absence of any 
element or elements, limitation or limitations which is not 
specifically disclosed herein. Headings are used herein for 
convenience only. 
[0162] All publications referred to herein are incorporated 
herein to the extent not inconsistent herewith. Some refer
ences provided herein are incorporated by reference to 
provide details of additional uses of the invention. All 
patents and publications mentioned in the specification are 
indicative of the levels of skill of those skilled in the art to 
which the invention pertains. References cited herein are 
incorporated by reference herein in their entirety to indicate 
the state of the art as of their filing date and it is intended that 
this information can be employed herein, if needed, to 
exclude specific embodiments that are in the prior art. 
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1. A mass spectrometry tagging reagent comprising a 

compound having: 
a) an isobaric tag comprising a reporter group having at 

least one atom that is optionally isotopically labeled 
and a balancing group also having at least one atom that 
is optionally isotopically labeled; 

b) an enrichment moiety; and 
d) a conjugation moiety able to bind to a molecule of 

interest. 
2. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the reporter 

group comprises one or more dimethylated, diethylated, 
acylated, or asymmetric alkylated amino acids, where the 
reporter group contains at least a portion of the one or more 
dimethylated, diethylated, acylated, or asymmetric alkylated 
amino acids. 
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3. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the reporter 
group comprises or is derived from N,N-dimethyl leucine 
(DiLeu); N,N-dimethyl isoleucine (Di Ile); N,N-dimethyl 
alanine (DiAla); N,N-dimethyl glycine (DiG!y); N,N-dim
ethyl valine (DiVal); N,N-dimethyl histidine (DiHis); N,N
dimethyl phenylalanine (DiPhe); N,N-dimethyl tryptophan 
(DiTrp); N,N-dimethyl lysine (DiLys), or N,N-dimethyl 
tyrosine (DiTyr). 

4. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein one or more 
carbon atoms in the reporter group are 13C, one or more 
oxygen atoms are 180, one or more nitrogen atoms in the 
reporter group 15N, or combinations thereof. 

5. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the enrichment 
moiety comprises biotin or a biotin derivative. 

6. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the enrichment 
moiety comprises a moiety having the formula: 

7. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the conjugation 
moiety is able to bind to a terminal alkyne or dibenzocy
clooctyne (DBCO) group having the formula: 

coo # 
N 

0~ 

8. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the conjugation 
moiety comprises an azide or protected azide group. 

9. The tagging reagent of claim 1 further comprising one 
or more cleavable linkers positioned between the isobaric 
tag, enrichment moiety, conjugation moiety, or combina
tions thereof. 

10. The tagging reagent of claim 9, wherein the one or 
more linkers comprise a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker, a 
Boe linker, a DADPS linker, a diol linker, an aminophenol 
linker, or combinations thereof. 

11. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the tagging 
reagent comprises the formula: 
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where n is an integer ranging from Oto 10. 
12. The tagging reagent of claim 1, wherein the tagging 

reagent comprises the formula: 

N-7 

+ hN
N:;;,-
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or 
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Ph Ph~ O H HN 
H \ I 
N Si ,,, 
~o,...... 'o ~~ ,, ... x _NH 
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OH O H HN-( 
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13. A method of analyzing a molecule, said method 
comprising the steps of: 

a) providing the molecule; 
b) labeling the molecule with a compound having: 

i) an isobaric tag comprising a reporter group having at 
least one atom that is optionally isotopically labeled 
and a balancing group also having at least one atom 
that is optionally isotopically labeled; 

ii) an enrichment moiety; and 
iii) a conjugation moiety able to bind to a molecule of 

interest; 

c) purifying or enriching the labeled molecule; 

d) fragmenting the purified molecule to generate an 
immonium ion from the reporter group of the purified 
molecule; and 

e) detecting and analyzing fragments of the purified 
molecule. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the molecule is a 
peptide or protein comprising one or more post-translational 
modifications (PTMs). 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein labeling the mol
ecule comprises the step of reacting the modification site of 
the peptide or protein to contain a terminal alkyne or DBCO 
group able to react with an azide group of the labeling 
compound. 

16. The method of claim 13, wherein labeling the mol
ecule comprises the step of reacting the conjugation moiety 
to an alkynyl group of the molecule. 

17. The method of claim 13, wherein the reporter group 
comprises a dimethylated, diethylated, acylated, or asym
metric alkylated amino acid. 

18. The method of claim 13, wherein the enrichment 
moiety comprises biotin or a biotin derivative. 

19. The method of claim 13, wherein the enrichment 
moiety comprises a moiety having the formula: 

20. The method of claim 13, wherein the conjugation 
moiety comprises an azide or protected azide group. 

21. The method of claim 13, wherein the compound 
further comprising one or more cleavable linkers positioned 
between the tagging reagent, enrichment moiety, conjuga
tion moiety, or combinations thereof. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the one or more 
linkers comprise a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker, a Boe 
linker, a DAD PS linker, a diol linker, an aminophenol linker, 
or combinations thereof. 
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23. The method of claim 13, wherein the compound 
comprises the formula: 

where n is an integer ranging from Oto 10. 
24. The method of claim 13, wherein the compound 

comprises the formula: 

N-7 

+ hN
Nr 
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